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in a probability for tonight. Warmer temperatures will
prevail tomorrow.
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stretch any further
than at present?
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MEXICAN MERCHANTS
DISPLAYING

TUNES

IS

DEAD

NOT EVEN

HOLIDAY GOODS

THIS YEAR
Mexico City, Mev., Dec, 23.

Presi-

dent Huerta today revived the old
custom of celebrating at the national palace with great formality Ihe anniversary of the birth of the chief executive. He was born on December
These birthday celebra23, 1854.
tions were an annual affair during the
regime of General Porfirio Diaz.
Before daylight this morning military bands from the regiments which
have their headquarters in the federal
capital marched up and down In front
of the palace and serenaded the provisional president. During the forenoon Huerta received the congratulations from committees representing all
departments of the governments.
The final event in the day's celebration was the reception of the diplomatic corps at which all the foreign representatives were present with
O'Shaugh-nessy- ,
the exception of Nelson
American charge d'affaires.
The Spanish minister, Jacinto Colo-ga,y Cologan, dean of the diplomatic corps, .dfjjj vered,,3ti.,addrq8s of con- .
gratulatlon.
Feeble efforts have been made to
arrange holiday festivities in Mexico
City; this year.
Governor Corona of the federal district has enlisted a few of the city's
fashionable women to assist him In
holding a Kermess in one of fhe public parks, but even" this show of holt
It being
day spirit is
announced that the proceeds are to go
towards buying clothing for the poor.
Merchants in Mexico annually dress
their windows and stores to attract
g
the
public, but, unlike the
stores in the United States, the rush
is not over until one week later. Only
a few Mexicans buy presents and distribute them on Christmas, but all of
them want to give tokens of their .love
and friendship on New Year's day.
This year the merchants have made
little effort to capture the holiday
money. Sentiment has dulled the buy-- (
ing spirit and war has drained the
money bags. As a people, the Mexicans are impoverished. Merchants
who had placed orders early In the
year with European toy houses have
generally cancelled them because of
the increased duty on all Importations.
Such shop windows as are decorated,
with holiday goods this year contain
r
goods of a ye,ar ag6.
only the
Catholic Paper Suppressed
La Nacion, the dally newspaper pub
lished in the interests of the Catholic
party, suspended publication today at
the suggestioh of the Mexican government.
Japs Visit the Capital
It Is stated here that the marines
and bluejackets from the Japanese
cruiser Idzuma, which arrived at
yesterday, are coming to the
federal capital "merely on a visit." The
visit is to be of several days' duration.
n

left-ove-

Man-eanlll- o

Force Spaniards to Loan
Washington, Dec. 23. Diplomatic
dispatches today report that a forced
loan of $50,000 Mexican currency has
'been advanced by Spaniards at
to the federal military commander. The work of repairing the railroad from Acapulco into the interior
has been suspended; the offices have
been closed and the men discharged.
Communication between Nuevo Laredo, on the Texas Border, and Monterey is still cut.
Rear Admiral Fletcher reported :o
new developments at Tamplco. The
warships off the coast there are wider way because of rough weather.
The German cru'ser Bremen returned
to Tamplco, and having taken aboard

Aca-pulc- o

the guard which was on the German
refuge ship Bolivia, sailed southward.
American Arms for Mexico
American arms and ammunition for
Huerta, (denied direct exportation to
Mexico, are being shipped from the
'United Slates to Hamburg, Germany,
to Mexico. This beand
came known to officials here today,
when it was found that a large shipment recently had been made by that
route.
In connection with an order
for arms for the Huerta government
in Japan advices here say the munitions are rifles discarded by the Japanese army recently.
Although manufactured originally tp
the imperial Japanese armories, like
the old Springfield muBkets, and the
Krags, which followed them In this
country, the arms were disposed of
by the government to private dealers
and it is understood that in such a
manner the Mexican government has
been able to get them.
It was said at the state department
today that contracts for the delivery of
the guns were made last April before
the United States government had announced its policy of refusing recogni
tion of the Huerta government and
that there was no warrant for protest
against the deliveries now.
Carranza's Puny Threats
Dec. 23. Armed with Gen
eral Carranza's threat to sink foreign
of war inships carrying-munition- s
tended for the provisional government
of General Huerta, Miguel Covarru-bias- ,
formerly Mexican minister to
Russia and now confidential agent fly
London of the Mexican constitutionalists, appeared at the office of the
secretary sof Lloyds marine insurance
asency this afternoon and formally deposited the pronunciamento of the
Mexican constitutionalist leader. The
secretary of Lloyds duly posted the
warning' on the notice boards, where
it attracted the amused attention of
the underwriters.
London,

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

23, 1913.

CITY EDITION.

The Christmas holiday vacation will
je the first the tired legislators have
had since April 7, when President
Wilson called, them together In extra
session to tackle the tariff and curTO
rency problems.
Immediately after the final passage
of the currency bill the senate adopt
ed the resolution for a recess until
JYSTERYJanuary 12, thus clearing the way
for the Christinas holiday adjournTHEY ARE NOT ENTIRELY SURE ment of both houses
CURRENCY
MEASURE WILL REAt 3:11 o'clock the house adjourned
DE VILLIERS WAS KILLED
CEIVE TOUCH OF HIS PEN
until noon, Monday, January 12, and
WHILE ARMED
THIS EVENING
Its members scattered. Many will go
home for the holidays and other will
E
ATTACK
STORY remain in Washington.
DOTH
HOUSES
PASS ACT

POLICE

110

PRESIDENT READY

DELVING

SIGN THE

MURDER

BILL

SELF-DEFENS-

cause they did not want their conference to "become a debating series."
"My allegation Is that this bill has
been drawn in the interests of the
banks," continued Senator Bristow,
"that the senator from Oklahoma is
largely Interested in banking; that the
profits derived from this system by.
the banks he is interested in will add
directly to his personal fortune and
that he has voted to increase from
5 per cent to 6 per cent dividends
paid by the new regional banks on the
stock held by member banks."
Mr. Owen retorted that Brlstow's
charges were "false and ridiculous,"
Senator Owen said that 24 years ago
he had helped to organize a "little
bank in Oklahoma,"
that he still
owned stock In the bank, and "will
own It until I die."
"The allegations that my actions on
this bill were Influenced by the ownership of stock in that little bank are
ridiculous," he said, "more than that.i
they are false and the senator knows
they are false."
Senator Nelson, another of the excluded republican conferees, assailed
the democrats.
"You have not. only Insulted the
republicans of the senate and Insulted
and humiliated me," he said, "but you
have disfranchised the state I repre
sent." '
To Sign BUI Tonight
Six o'clock tonight was the hour set
by the White House officials for
President Wilson to sign the currency
bill. Five hours later the president
plans to leave for Pass Christian,
Miss., for a three weeks' vacation.
Senator Owen and Representative
of the bill, members
Glass,
of the congressional banking commit
tees and leaders in congress, were In
vited to attend the ceremony. The
president will sign the bill with two
gold pens and present one to Senator
Owen and the other to Representative
Glass.

A SUIT

IS OEGUM

AGAINST

OIL

COMPANY
GOVERNMENT SEEKS TO RECOV
ER PETROLEUM LANDS FILED
UPON BY

INVOLVES

TAFT'S

ORDER

SANTA FE POSTMASTER
AGREEMENT
IS NOT REACHED
FORMER PRESIDENT COMMAND
Washington, Dec. 23. A long list
UNTIL MUCH ACRIMONIOUS
ED WITHDRAWAL OF THE
,
of nominations, including 265 appoint
ments to poBtmastershipa throughout
DEBATE OCCURS
TRACTS FROM ENTRY
the country, was sent to the senate by
President Wilson last night..
WOMAN'S
WANTED IT
THE NAVY
ACCEPT
IT
The nominations included that of REPUBLICANS
DADJEPUTATIGN
Adolph P. Hill as postmaster at Santa
WHILE MRS. LEWIS SHE ELOPED Fe, N. M.
DEFENDANTS ASSERT
THREE MEMBERS OF THE G. O. P.
Contrary to expectations, the nomiMAN
WITH
WHOM SHE
TIVE'S ACTION WAS NOT
VOTE FOR THE DEMOCRAT- J
nations did not include the designaLATER MARRIED
CONSTITUTIONAL
IC LAW
tion of a new comptroller of the currency who will have an Important part
Los Angeles, Dec. 23. The police In organizing the new currency sysWashington, Dec. 23. The governs
Washington, Dec. 23. The confercontinued today their investigation of tem,
ment's brief against the
Oi
V
ence report on the administration
the killing of Daniel De Vllliers, the
company, in a case involving large
currency bill was approved by the
Boer veteran, who was shot here Sun
areas of petroleum land, was filed to.
Adolph P. Hill, who has been appoint senate today by a vote of 43, to 25.
day by Roy L. Glover, a Texas land ed postmaster at Santa JJe, is a well As the house has already approved
day in the supreme court The suiti
agent, while he, was attempting to see known democrat of the capital. He it there remained only the signature
involves an order by President Taft,
the former Mrs. De Villiers. 'The will succeed John Pflueger, a republi of the vice
withdrawing petroleum lands in Wye
president and the speaker
point which occupied the major por- can, who has occupied the office about to complete the measure for President
mlng and California from entry to
tion of police attention was whether two years, having bedti appointed to Wilson's signature.
reserve, as an adequate supply of
De Villiers died in a duel with Glover succeed S. B. Grimshaw,
fuel oil for the future use of the navy.
who died
Three republicans and Senator
or whether Glover shot an unarmed wnne in otnee. it v understood a
The order was designed partly lot
Poindexter, progressive, joined the
man.
aid legislation to change the terms
fight has been on for some time to democrats voting for the bill in its
Glover says be shot in
on which petroleum deposits can be
force the retirement of Pflueger.
final i form. The republicans were
An undischarged automatic pistol of
acquired by private Interests. After
Senators Jones, Norris and Weeks.
the same type that Glover used was
the president's
order was issued,
6
"VALUABLE
With
the
SERVICES"
president's signature at
found beside De Villiers' body as it
hundreds of acres of such land were
New York, Dec. 23. The services o'clock tonight, the hour set by White
lay in the room where the tragedy ocentered on and claimed and the value
of August Belmont and those asso- House officials, the bill becomes law,
the
but
that
the
curred,
police say
of the claims runs far Into the milin constructing and although it actually will not become
dead man, who is said to have been ciated with hira
lions.
New
York's subway sys- effective until the new system has
a member of the family of Sir Henry organizing
In the present suit the r;overnmei?
tem were value! by tho supreme court been organized by a committee of govDe Villiers of Cape Coloney, South
contends
that the practice followed by
at $1,500.0-00.Justice James. C. ernment officials designated by the
Mr. Taft is of long standing, has been,
Africa, was unarmed when he went today
MISS EMERSON RELEASED
di
ssed
Van
Sicklen
a
suit'
measure.
brought
The comptroller of the curto the residence of Glover.
London, Dec. 23. The police magis frequently recognized by congress a
The police awaited today some in- by Clarence It. Venner, president of rency is one of those. That office Is trato
today dismissed the charges of not consistent with law, and that tb
Securities
the
Continental
company,
now vacant and one of the first steps
formation from San Antonio and other
the police brought against exercise of such authority was e- - '
assaulting
i
uuont and his friends in
putting the new system into force Miss zelie iSmerson, the American justified on constitutional grcna
Texas polnt3 regarding the marriage ta compel Mr,
to turn into the 'easury of the
will be the appointment of a comptrollof Glover to Mrs. De Villiers. Glover
The defendants
declare Mr. Taft ...
. RapH1
Twtt.lt company, er,,. , President,. Wjlgpn.4 especteC to': suffragette, in connectioii with a dis fVJer
tol4' the police
v.
vo'l.t ttfi":.:
'x a,...",-"'- ,
which
tae
operates
subways, 15,000 select a man sdon.
Davis, that he had married
was no Kiai.if ?xi;j0!: '
toads
ihci'e
amount.
Mrs. De Villiers last October, but de- shares of stock valued at this
A bill for the guarantee of bank de
authorising withdrawal of ihe lam;
AGED PREACHER DEAD
Is a minority stockholder of
Venner
on
or
date.
what
to
where
clined
say
a feature eliminated from the
posits,
23.
Rev.
Dec.
Elias
Cleveland, O.,
De Villiers came here evidently un- the Interborough.
bill, was introduced immediately by D. Whltlock, aged 70, of Toledo, fathformer
his
der the impression that
Senator Williams, democrat, and was er of Mayor Brand Whltlock of Tole
VILSON MAKES APPOINTMENTS
SCHMIDT IS INSANE
wife, from whom he was divorced in
sent to the banking committee, where do, and a retired Methodist clergyman
23. President
Washington, Dec.
New York, Dec. 23. Hans Schmidt, it will be taken up after the holiday
and the note
1911, had not
died in St, Luke's hospital here to Wilson today make these nominations :!
he attempted to send to her Just be- slayer of Anna Aumuller, Is not sham- recess.
Secretary of embassy, Madrid, Fred
day..
fore he was killed was addressed to ming insanity, as tho district attorney
Morris Dearing,.. of Missouri; second
Immediately after its acceptance by
Mrs. De Vllliers.
charges, 'but is mentally deficient, ac- the senate, the bill was rushed back
secretaries Thomas
ot
Ilincley,
The inquest Into the death of Dan-le- i cording to Dr. Smith Ely Jelliffe, who to the house, where Speaker Clark SPENT THREE YEARS
Dk C, at Vienna; Arthur
Washington,
De Vllliers, who was killed Sun- testified for the defense at today's signed it at 2:50 o'clock p. m.
Hugh Frazier of Pennsylvania, at Pa
day evening by .Roy L. Glover, will session of Schmidt's trial for murder.
The passage of tho report was
George T. Summerlin, of Loui
ris;
IN A DAN'S OFFICE
be hield tomorrow, and the woman in
at Berlin; Henry Coleman May,
with, little demonstration.
siana,
greeted
the case, the former Mrs. De Villiers,
D. C, at Tokio; Arthur
The administration currency bill
WANT RESERVE BANKS
Washington,
of
wife
who claims now to be the
Mason Jones, of New York, at St.
Dec. 23. Applications entered the last stage of Its passage
Washington,
FORMER NEW YORK DISTRICT ATGlover, will endeavor then to clear
from national banks in the south for when the senate met at 10 o'clock
Petersburg.
TORNEY KEPT HIS AFFINITY
the man whose name she bears.
Secretaries of legations Hush H.
in the new ' federal re- thiff morning to take up the confermembership
HIM
WITH
repthe
attorney
Lecompte Davis,
Gibson of California at Brussels; Gus
are being received at ence report, which already had been
serve
system
resenting Glover, said today that the
tavo Scholle ot Minnesota at Havana;
treasury department. Among the delayed 24 hours by difficulties In
Monticcllo, N. T., Dec. 23. Melvln
Mrs. Glover and Charles Spielman,
the house.
Francis Monroe Endicott of Massa
came
which
cities
from
applications
H. Couch, former 'district- attorney of
the messenger boy who witnessed the
Backed by the overwhelming demchusetts at San Jose, Costa Rica;j
was
Texas.
Wichita
Falls,
shot
was
Glover
Sullivan
buried
quietly
county,
shooting, would prove that
ocratic majority of the house, the bill
Marshall Langhorne of Virginia, to th
in
came to the senate, for what leaders this afternoon, he leaving behind him Netherlands and Luxemburg; Sheldon
CHINA FAVORS PLAN
no written word to explain his strange
Spielman said after the shooting
confidently expected was the last
Whitehouse. of New York at Managua;!
dual existence and association with his
Peking, Dec. 23. The Chinese gov- time, with the
that De Villiers leaped upon Glover
dison
all
agreement
Franklin Mott Guther of Virginia at
Glover
slave-likernment today cabled to Its repree
the moment he reached the
companion, Adelaide Brance,
puted .points approved by the lower
y
James G. Bailey o
residence. Mrs. Glover asserted to- sentatives abroad to urge the powers
who for three years was a, virtual pris- Christiana;,
body.
at
AnWilliam
Lisbon;
Whiting
a
to agree to Russia's proposal that all
,
day that she saw De Villiers draw
When the senate debate began, un- oner in his office.
drews of Ohio at Berne; Willing SpenShe came into the room to foreign troops should be withdrawn
cell
in
weapon.
a
From
the
jail where she cer of
2:30
vote
der
to
the
agreement
by
.
Chl-LlPennsylvania at Caracas.
Into
from the province of
see Glover shoot three bullets
o'clock this afternoon, Senator Bris-to- was held a prisoner on a technical
Second
secretary of legation Fred
veteran.
war
Boer
the
the body of
one of the republicans of the charge, the woman saw the funeral K. A.
of Texas at Peking.
Sterling
committee, who had been de- procession pass. She had expressed
banking
of
Secretary
legation and consul
VilPiers
De
Eloped With
INVESTIGATION BY THE nied admittance to the deliberations a wish to be at the grave, but the general Henry F. lenna of New
Paterson, N. J., Dec. 23. Further
of the democratic conference, held lawyer's widow forbade it. Later in York
at San Salvador.
inquiry into the former life of Mrs.
with an attack, saying he propos- the day sho was to be released. "Then
off
whom
woman
L.
the
BEGUN
lover,
IS
Roy
ed to express his opinions so that I am going to vanish," she said.
went to see beDaniel De VilK-erCouch died on the lounge in his ofthey would get into the permanent
fore he was shot to death at Los
fice early Sunday morning. His com- COURT DEMANDS INFORMATION
record. .
Philadelphia, Dec 23. Judges Gray
Angelea lyesterday, revealed today COMMITTEE GOES JO TRINIDAD
The agreement placing the secre-lar- panion gave the alarm and summoned
TO LOOK INTO THE MILIand) McPherson today filed a decree
the fact that she is the divorced
a
of
the
time
agof the treasury, Secretary
first
it in the United
physician. Then for
Slates district court la
wife of Vivian M. Lewis, republiTARY ACTIVITIES
riculture and comptroller of the cur- became known that for three- years
New
of
the government anti-trus-t
suit against
for
can candidate
governor
committee
she
to organize
rency on the
had, for the love of the man, ..e th a
in
memWilson
Dec.
23.
Woodrow
Watch,
Case
The
Col.,
Keystone
company
Trinidad,
Jersey, against
the new system, he declared, was a isted in a tiny quarter of the office parand others granting leave to the de1910.
bers of the committee of the Colorado move to
untitioned off as a combination sleeping,
bring the whole system
fendants to take further testimony
De Villiers: came- - to Paterson in Federation of Labor, which will conroom and kitchen.
der political control.
livlng
school.
outthe contents of the
190C and opened a riding
duct an investigation of alleged
concerning
Couch for years had spent most of
Senator Bristow declared he believed
to the list ot the customers
Mrs. Lewis was one of his pupils. rages of .the state militia in connec"key"
excluded
him
had
from
In
Owen
Senator
his time
his office. The Brance
They left Paterson together and were tion; with the strike in the southern the conference for fear he would join woman says she loved him devotedly, of the .Illinois Watch company. AcAmerica.
In
South
here
from
arrived
this
coal
cording to the decree, the testimony
next heard
morning some of the democrats
fields,
against Owen's that he returned her love and that must be taken to the
defendants beIt was reported afterwards that De and at once began work.
measures."
their relations dated back 15 years, fore
1. The decree also
John Lawson, chairman of the "pet
Villiers had deserted her. She came
February
"It was done because he knew he when she,, as a book agent, chanced
gives the government the opportunlty-tback to New York and lived here for committee, presented a letter from
could not control my vote," cried Mr. to call on him.
divorce
auLewis
take testimony on the same subject
sued
for
to
the military
Governor Ammons
a time. Mr.
"as he could not control the
The woman looks pale and haggard before or after that date.
and was awarded the custody of thorities, stating the purpose of the Bristow,
votes of some of his democratic col- today. She was attractive then, but
The Illinois Watch company, an intheir two small children, whom she investigation. Later the committee
the interests of certain her devotion to Couch and the secret
left for Ludlow to make' Inquiries at leagues, in
left behind.
dependent concern, was a government
confine witness. In eaoport of the. animagreat banking interests that have had alliance and its
Mr. Lewis is a former commissionthe strikers' tent colony.
in framing this ment have aged her terribly. She has tion
er of banking and Insurance in New
that its business wus Injury .r
The committee plans aiao to visit a haad throughout
Oklahoma has refused to discuss' the case, saying
senator
from
bill.
The
the meihoiis emp''"el ry tti f
Jersey and was one of the republi- the city jail here and Investigate rer
can state leaders. Recently he was ports of inhuman treatment accorded accepted the most offensive provisions that she wishes to drop out of sight ants, it offers I a ta'.'lil
'
com- of the AUlrich bill and has covered in order not to cause the Couch fam- customers. T
t
the
Later
appointed vice chancellor.
prisoners.
military
mittee will Investigate the charges them with a mask to deceive the peo ily any more notoriety. Her history that a oo mi rt 1 t '"lou'l 1
is vague, little being known of her nlsltod. The mm
THEY EARNED IT
that soldiers had ransacked the homes pie."
rf il i c
Owen
Senator
declared
Senator
23.
except that she formerly., lived in not on the
When
the
w
and
district
Dec
n
of miners In the Segunao
Washington,
'
'
senate finishes with the currency bill had stolen money found while con- Bristow had been excluded from the Goshen, N. Y., and has a brother numbers and i
de'.iburatious of tbo democrats, be somewhere in Ohio.
fnformaKon pi ti 11
congress will recess until January 12. ducting the search for arms.
GLOVER

IS SAID TO HAVE SHOT
THE MAN DOWN IN COLD
BLOOD

'

'
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May Execute a Prisoner
Hermosillo, Sonora, Dec. 22. (Via
Nogales, Sonora, Mexico, Dec. 23.)
Captain Lobert Roberto Montano, one
of the federal officers of the Guaymas
garrison, who" surrendered recently to
the insurgent outposts, was placed on

trial here today before a court

mar-

tial, charged with an attempt to induce constitutionalist officers to desert to the federals.
It was alleged that his act In asking for amnesty was incident to a
plot to demoralize the military organ-- ,
Ization of General Carranza. The
otliir ten federal officers who gave
were not
themselves up at Maytorena
v
placed under arrest.
Tried to Rob Mails
Douglas, Ariz., Dec 23. Men supposed' to have been Huerta agitators
intent on capturing important constitutionalist documents in the international mails attacked a mail wagon
bound for Agua Pri'eta, just across
the boundary line, last night. Rafael

Trillas, aged 15, the driver of the
wagon, and Jose Carranza, a companion of 12, were beaten Into insensibility, but their assailants were frightened away before they could examine
the mail paunches. ii''" '"
All Quiet in Tampfco

Vera Cruz, Dec. 23. The United
States battleships Kansas and Connecticut arrived here today and anchored outside the harbor with the
Nebraska, the Louisiana and the New
Hampshire. The two last named vessels are to leave at once for the
United States. Official advices, from
Tampica state that all Is quiet there.

Inter-boroug- h

-

f

?il8N

IN

.

Mexico Meets Obligations
Paris, Dec. 23. The Mexican

y

lega
tion here today announces that the
Mexican government has deposited
with bankers abroad sums sufficient
to meet the interest do in January
on the government bonds.' ...

TO DIVIDE FORTUNE
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 23. Children of William Maverick, head of a
hisfamily long prominent in Texas
Christhere
reunion
a
will
have
tory,
mas day, when Maverick will give to

Income-bearinthem more than $1,000,000 in
property. He will keep for
htaiself, according to the announcements of friends, just enough to maintain him in comfortable circumstances
for tho remainder of his life. The
children are William Maverick, Jr., of
Berlin, Germany; Robert Maverick,
just returned from a trip around the
world; Mrs. Carl Hahn, singer of New
York; Mrs. Augustus Maverick and
Lewis Maverick of San Antonio.
g

j
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Pants and Children's and Boy's Overcoats ,
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DOLLS ONE THIRD OFF

Everything in Women's Suits, Coats,
Dresses, Waists and Children's Coats
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OPEN EVERY EVENING
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OPEN EVERY EVENING

NOTHING EXCHANGED OR
SENT ON APPROVAL

NOTHING EXCHANGED OR

SENT ON APPROVAL

SALE FOR. CASH ONLY

Established

ABOLISHED
RAILROADS SAY LOW FARES
MANY STATES COMPEL
THEM TO ACT

IN

Topeka, Kas.i Dec. 23. Discussions
in Topeka railway passenger circles
reveals the fact that a movement has
been started by passenger traffic officials of a number of railroads to
abolish bomeseekers' fares. These
low rates are now offered twice a
month throughout the year and those
who oppose them contend that they
are now used more for commercial
than bomeseeking purposes.
It is. pointed out that the reductions
in passenger fares now enforced by
etate railroad commissions in various
parts of the country has made it imperative for the rail carriers to elimi
nate special fares whenever possible,
It is expected that a number of the
southwestern lines will oppose the
echeme. The subject will be discussed at meetings of the Central and
Western and Southwestern Passenger
associations next month.
Western Railroads Pessimistic
Railroads In nearw all sections of
the west, northwest and southwest
ore confronted with a steady reduction In their traffic, and officials do
not regard the outlook as promising
any improvement Most of them take
rather a pessimistic view of the near
future, and- are unable to see where
there is to be a decided gain in loadings or earnings for this or wxt
month, or for the first part of next
year. This is the way the New York
Evening Post sums up conditions for
this period of the year.
There will be a liberal movement of
freight everywhere, but not enough to
keep the equipment of the roads well
employed, and they are now actively
engaged in returning all foreign cars
as fast as possible-t- reduce expenses.
Roads that In years past at this time
have been chort of cars, and kept, all
those of other roa.ls that they could
pet, are now sending them back as
fa ft as possible.
That business has decreased Is
rtown by the increase of 21,407 idle
,
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at length discovered that
there is an Omnipotent Force at work
in the evolution of the race a Force
that makes for justice and right, and
that woman in spite of his efforts to
keep her where she could best serve
him and his purposes, is gradually and
surely coming into her own in just as
complete and independent a manner
as he is finding his place in the world.
Many men in the past seemed to
think that the Creator had comparatively little to do with woman's sphere
and that man should settle this. But
men are learning the painful' lesson
that woman's sphere is wherever her
talents, her natural bent, place her,
and not where his own selfish interests, comfort, and pleasure would keep
her.
e
The
activities which were
once considered woman's sphere are
about all gone today. Woman's natural sphere keeps pace with progress
and changes just as much as man's
spheer does. There is no sex in talent, no sex in genius.
The average man had been so wedded to his conviction that woman was
made to serve him and that it was not
intended that she should have a .separate, independent existence, that he
had been unmindful of the great evolution that had been going on in the
gradual shifting of many a woman's
activities from home housekeeping, to
the nation's housekeeping. He had
been so blinded by his
that he had not noticed the evolution
that had been modifying the old tradition of the relationship between men
and women.
The new economic independence of
women necessarily brings many new
requirements and readjustments. It
demands a more practical education
and a very different sort of training,
a wider outlook upon life. Practical
training, a wider outlook upon life.
Practical training will be much more
in evidence in the fuure than finishing school training.
The new opportuiity that confronts
the woman of today calls loudly for
the development of her strongest faculties, many of which have been comparatively little used in the past. She
must tap sources of power which have
lain dormant in the female mind for
centuries. The great army of women
will no longer follow in the rear of the
men, as in the past; they will be in
the van themselves and they must develop the qualities of leadership.
The new discovery of woman has ex
Man has

cats from November 15 to December in the week may have damaged the
1, and a decrease in the shortage of plan amnewhat, but it is impossible 'a
13,195 cars. The shortage being down
to small proportions as compared with
last year, and the surplus looks large
as it exceeds that of a year ago by
over 41,000 cars. A year ago there
was a net shortage of 36,401 cars.
Not Cold Enough for Coal
It has not been cold enough for a
big business in coal, and the- movement of this article from mines is less
than last year's and all roads are
well supplied with Idle cars. Shipments of merchandise show a falling
off, and roads that make a practice
of sending out trains of cars with
merchandise each day, say the tonnage is light, owing to the cars' being
sparingly loaded, as buying of merchandise is in small lots. There Is
the usual decrease in the movement
of coarse freight, such as building materials which Is about over for the
season, although it has kept up better than in recent years owing to the
mild weather.
Railroads east of the Missouri river
have had an easy time of it of late,
while those in the west have been up
against the toughest operating conditions experienced in years. Floods in
Texas from the north boundary to the
Gulf damaged a great deal of railroad
and other property, and suspended
operations of many roads for several
days.
Losses on Santa Fe
The Santa Fe suffered losses from
floods in the southwest, and from excessive snowfall in southern Colorado
and northern New Mexico, four to five
feet falling, which tied up parts of the
Atchison line for 72 hours recently,
creating a temporary loss in business,
which may be made up later. It also
reduced the revenue, while operating
s
expenses were increased. This
that earnings will not be as
large as previously counted on.
The Illinois Central's loadings are
running even with last year, but officials are uncertain as to the length
of time they will continue on that
plane. The Rock Island's loadings
and revenue show a decrease from
last year. The Northwestern and Burlington show fair reductions for the
week and from last year's loadings.
Passenger traffic, which has been
good has decreased of late.
Snow and rain over the winter
wheat country has given the southern
part of Kansas and northern Oklahoma sufficient water for the first time
within a year. The cold weather eany
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Piles Cured in 6 to 14 Days
Druggists refund money if PAZO Greatest Social Crime Ever Commit
ted
OINTMENT
falls to cure Itching,
The following is quoted by permisBlind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
sion of Pictorial Review from the first
First application gives relief. 25c.
of a series of articles in which Dr.
Marden, world famous writer and inphilosopher, shows that the
TO PLAY FOR spirational
world of opportunity is now open to
women and how they may best adjust
ALBUQUERQUE'S SICK themselves to it.
"Superior physical strength and
niontal domlnancy is the power that
FORMER LAS VEGAN WILL HELP has made the laws and customs for
MAKE CHRISTMAS HAPPY
civilization.
Hence, the stronger sex
,
FOR UNFORTUNATES
lias always had the right of way and
the weaker sex has been the sufferer.
Word comes from Albuquerque In the past, women have been much
concerning an interesting event' that in the position of some of the small
will take place In that city on Christ- Eureopean countries which are the
mas day, in the form of, charity victims of stronger nations. Poland,
through use of musical talent. Airs. for example, for generations has not
Ada. Pierce Winn, the most prominent been able to assert and hold her
rights
vocalist in the Duke City, assisted by because she holds her life at the will
Mrs. Adolphine Kohn, formerly of of the Russian
government. Woman
this city and considered the most tal- has been unable to assert and mainented accompanist in Albuquerque, tain her
rights, but in the process of
will visit four hospitals and render
evolution, civilization is passing out of
musical selections. The hospitals the muscle
age, the brute force age,
that will be visited are the Presby- into the mental
age, the spiritual aga,
terian, the Methodist, St. Joseph's the
of freedom for
age
and the Dr. Shortle's sanitarium. No
One of the greatest social crimes
doubt the patients of these hospitals
that has ever been committed
was
will greatly appreciate this kind of
man's enslavement of woman. Think
exis
service, which
really a true
what it has meant to civilization to
pression of the spirit of Christmas
place under such a ban the future
giving.
of the human race! Instead
Mrs. Adolphine Kohn, who occupied mothers
of these dwarfing restrictions, she
the position of music and art instructor in the local schools, in the near should have had the greatest possible
future is to take an extended course liberty, the best and gentlest care and
in music from a graduate of the fa- consideration; she should have been
mous Rudolph Gauz, considered the placed in the most advantageous poforemost musician in America. Mrs. sition because the destiny of the race
Kohn is taking this course for the depends upon the condition of the
benefit of her pupils, and although mother. Instead of falling along in
now an excellent instructor, feels the rear, the mothers should be first.
that she can improve with study. They should receive the first considMany of Mrs. Kohn's friends here eration as to their health, their comdoubtless will be interested in this fort, their mental and moral unfold-mentheir well being, their happspecial course she is to take, as she
inessbecause
wrapped up In these is
resihad large classes during her
the fate of the race. The mothers
dence in Las Vegas.
should have the most congenial environment, because all of these influA Danger Signal
Hoarseness in a child that Is sub- ences are transmitted to the offspring.
If man in the past regarded woman
ject to, croup Is a sure sign of an approaching attack. Give Chamherlain's as his inferior, she was that only beCough Remedy as soon as the child cause his selfishness and his superior
becomes hoarse and the attack may strength contributed to her inferiority,
be warded off. For sale by all deal- keeping her in bondage and not giving
ers. Adv.
her a fair chance for self expression.
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t,

old-tim-

self-intere-

ploded the idea that while there are a
thousand vocations open to half the
race there is practically only one
i. e., mariage and motherhood or at
most, a trifling a few, open to women."
A Woman

who Makes a Business of
Blase People Amused
In the "Interesting People" department of the January American Maga- "Mrs. R. W. Hawkesworth is the
Mrs. R. W. Hawkeworths, a New York
woman who provides fashionable entertainments. She was a widow who,
thrown on her own resources, found
an unusual way of making a living.
Keeping

one wing to the hostess' front door.
They demanded of a perplexed butler
one penny, and on receipt of it departed until the money was spent and the

confections consumed. Meantime the
butterfly died.
"Mrs. Hawkesworth, on arriving at
the summer residence, organized at
company of the children of the neighborhood with one little boy at the
head, who promptly got all the others
to work for, him' at the rate of five
butterflies for one cent. She found out
how to keep them in captivity and
bought paper bags for the little boy to
bang them in from trees. AJfhen the
night of the ball arrived, the 500 butterflies were delivered in good condition and they made a brilliant spectacle for a moment with the spot light
cn them.
But they never appeared
again, for the whits glare burned their

She provides unique entertainments
for society people and spares neither
money nor pains. Her business is to
keep blase people amused. Following
is an extract from the article:
tivated a prettier picture rusticity than
woman producer, and to fashionable lives out.
eastern society the name has come to
"Mrs. Hawkesworth never repeats a
have as much significance as those of performance. Her business
is keepHammerstein and Frohman in their ing blase
people amused, and after
fields. She has practically remodeled six years at it she has them
still
the art of 'smart' entertaining. She
with eac i mention of an
has carried the business of the stage
to bs givpti by her, What
producer into private residences, and Next?"
for single performances with Invited
guests of less than 400 in number she
Not Beyond Help at 87
gets up spectacles not much less elabladder weakness,
borate than some of the Broadway pro- stiffness In Joints, weak, inactive kidaction
and rheumatic pains, are
ductions. She takes as many as 35 ney
all evidence
trouble. Mrs.
performers to places 100 miles distant Mary A. Dean,of47kidney
E. walnut St, Taunfor a single evening.
ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
"Mrs. Hawkesworth has unusual 87th birthday, and thought I was bedancers on her lists of performers, as yond the reach of medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most benewell as singers with taking 'special- ficial
in my case. O. G. Schaefer,
to
stars.
say nothing of famous
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ties,'
But what her patrons keep demanding
is 'something new'. To provide it she MORAVIAN CHOIR TO TAKE PART
has explored the hedges and the byPhiladelphia, Dec. 23. Mayor Blank-ebur- g
will press the button that will
ways. She once had two garlanded
oxen draw a group of Morris dancers light hundreds of incandescent lights
onto the smooth lawn of a country on the Community Christmas tree in
residence. VJo Watteau fan ever cul- Independence Square tomorrow night.
tivated a prettier picture than the The tree is a giant Norway spruce, 65
ox- feet in height, with a
tableau of oxen, flowerdraped
spread of 50
feet. The lighting of the tree will
cart, and beribboned dancers.
"She once set her heart on produc- be accompanied with festivities that
ing the midnight spectacle of 500 but will last until midnight. The musical
terflies flying free in a ballroom,. With ; portion of the program will be furnishspot-ligon them. She never thought! ed by the famous. Moravian trombone
that butterflies might be hard to catch. choir of Bethlehem.
Watching them in their frail flight
from hedge to hydrangea, it seemed
Lame back may come from overas if this would be the simplest fea- work, cold settled in the muscles of
ture she ever arranged. Three days the back, or from disease. In the two.
former cases the right remedy is
before
""eant three butterflies BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT.
It
had been brought In. Children, hear-'n- should1 be rubbed In thoroughly over,
tm inrge sums were offered for the affected part, the relief will be
the field butterflies, caught one now prompt and satisfactory. Pric !r,
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
and then and brought it flapping by j50e
Co. Adv.
Central
g

y

Drug
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OENERAL BARRY'S

RISE TO Willi

POSH IN

selected to succeed General Wood he
will prove to be one of the greatest
of the men who have been at the head
of the' United States army, and the
army has had many who deserve to
be remembered among the truly great.

Gen-

Washington, Dec, 23. Major
eral Thomas H. Barry, U. S. A., who
Nrose from a poor boy In the Irish
quarter o New York city to the high-s- t
rank in the army, is likely to be
the next chief ef staff. No official announcement has been made that General Barry has been selected to succeed Major General Leonard Wood,
whose term of duty as the head of
Abe army will expire next April, but
reported on seemingly high authority that the selection has been
made and will be announced in due
time.
General Barry is one of the best
known oficers in the army, and was
of the army
the commander-in-chie- f
of Cuban pacification that was sent to
Cuba following the governmental
troubles there a few years ago.
Born in the old Greenwich1 Village
section of New York city, he was
forty odd years ago known as plain
"Tom" Barry, who was distinguished
In his Immediate circles as one of the
brightest boys in the public schools.
His rise to fame and position is often
pointed out as a brilliant example of
how a poor boy, without fortune and
influential friends, can go to the front
in Amoria
When General Barry was a boy the
congressional district in which was
located the public school that he attended was then represented in Washington by the late Robert B. Roosevelt, an uncle of Theodore Roosevelt.
In 1872 Congressman Roosevelt found
that he had an appointment to West
Point waiting for some bright lad in
his district. lie looked about, and
somebody suggested Thomas II. Barry. Young Barry got his appointment
and in 1873' he entered the military
academy.
At West Point Barry was one of
the popular cadets of his class. He
was a good student and a fine athlete,
and when he graduated in 1877 he
was assigned as a second lieutenant
in the Seventh cavalry, Custer's old
command. After three years In the
Seventh cavalry he was transferred
to the First infantry, and with that
command he participated in various
Indian campaigns in the southwest,
being one of the officers who were
prominent in the campaigns against
;hief Geronimo and his Apaches, from
1882 to 1886, and against the Sioux
in South Dakota in the winter of

its

.

In the Pine Ridge campaign of 1891
Barry was appointed to a captaincy,
and two years later he came to Washington for duty in the war department,
and up to the time of that appointment he had served for sixteen years
west of the Mississippi, always with
troops.
When the Spanish war broke out
General Barry was the adjutant general of the Department of the Columbia. He was relieved of that duty
and went to the Philippines as the
first adjutant general of the American forces in the islands. He was one
of the officers who had a' prominent
part in the Boxer campaigns in China,
and when the foreign troops were
from Peking he returned to
Manila as chief of staff of that command.
In 1903 President Roosevelt sent
General Barry's name to the senate
for confirmation as a brigadier general. In 1907 General Barry was sent
to Cuba as the commander of the
American troops in the second occupation of the islands. In that capacity he did hisi work so thoroughly
that he earned not onry the gratitude
of his own government- but that of
Cuba as well, and when the island
was for a second time turned back
to the control of its own people General Barry was accorded when he left
an ovation such as few officers have
ever rt;v;t;i v eii hi, numc ui u,u..v.
On September 1, 1910, General Bai;-rsucceeded General Hugh L. Scott
of the Third cavalry as superintendent of the United States Military
academy at West Point.
General Barry Is a Catholic and a
warm friend of Cardinal Farley of
New York. In this connection an address delivered by General Barry at
a dinner given several years ago Is
recalled. In the course of his remarks General Barry said: "When I
went to Washington to be made a
major general President Roosevelt
said to me, 'Barry, you are not made
a major general because you are a
Catholic or because you are an Irishman, but you are made one for the
that I was made president that is, because you are an
American.' "
Officers who have been associated
with General Barry say hat if he is
re-all-
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BUSINESS OUTLOOK

.NEXT CHIEF OF STAFF CAME
FROM AN HUMBLE IRISH
HOME IN NEW YORK

1830-1-

SPORTSMEN TO

GOOD

IN THE EAST

STATE TREASURER MARRON
REPORTS UPON RETURN
FROM NEW YORK

SO

ed.
"I1 found," said Mr. Marron, this
morning," a disposition toward
conservatism as regards investments, but underlying this a general
feeling of optimism for the immediate
future. The market for conservative
bonds, for - instance, is very strong,
while the general industrial market is
extremely quiet, indlcatSyg a marked tendency toward the most conservative form of investment. But behind this there is a feeling of extreme
hopefulness, I may say, in fact, a feeling of assurance of greatly improved
conditions immediately all uncertainty regarding the currency legislation
is out of the way. The passage of the
currency bill is, of course, no longer
a question and the best informed men
with whom I talked seemed to be
looking toward to a vSry much improved condition of general business
as a direct result not only of the removal of uncertain conditions but
because o the currency measure itself, which it is believed will bring
about, an opening up of the money
markets and a decided revival o active business.
"This is the viey, for Instance of
J. J. Pulleyn, manager of the great
Immigrant Industrial Savings bank,
the largest savings institution in America if not in tlie world. He told me
that in his opinion, the currency measure would result immediately in very
much freer financial conditions and a
resumption of normal business activity. This bank, by the way, holds
some $1,000,000 of New Mexico state
bonds.
"Generally I gained the Impression
that while business, great and small,
has been moving very slowly and
carefully of late, its disposition will
be toward expansion in the immediate
future and that the outlook for the
country as a whole is' more satisfactory than for some time past
"I spent several days in Washington, and met a number of New Mexico
people there. Aside from the currency measure there was little of interest in the capital. I find that New
Mexico Is to be congratulated In the
selection of A. A. Jones as assistant
secretary of the interior. He has taken not only a prominent place in tfTe
department but in the administration
and in the business of the country, and
is looked upon as one of the men of
the hour."
Mr. Marron said that he did not
learn of tlie decision of the supreme
court regarding the Investment of
state school funds in 'the state highway bonds until he reached New Mexico; but that he proposed to present
several Investments to the state loan
commission in the near future.
ex-tie-

NEAR DEATH
BY SMOTHERING
cf Cardui,

Effects Her Deliverance.

(Mrs. Rilla Clark, Miami, Okla.)
ChristOh, give me an
mas of cheer,
With Santa in cutter drawn by his
.
reindeer,
Skimming o'er prairies with no
thought of feart
On the road to an
Christmas.

CHAMPIONS IN MANY LINES FOR Away with your auto and flying machine,
THE YEAR NOW ABOUT TO
Your costly coupe and. your big liCLOSE

A

DISTINGUISHED

S

Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, ol
this place, says: "I suffered for years,
with pains in my left side, and would
often almost smother to death.
Medicines patched me up for awhile
but then I would get worse again. Finally, my husband decided he wanted me to
Iry Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
bought me a bottle and I began using it.
It did me more good than all the medicines I had taken.
I have induced many of my friends to
try Cardui. and they all say" they have
oeen benefited by its use. There never
nas been, and never will be, a medicine
to compare with Cardui. 1 believe it is
."
i good medicine for all womanly
trou-ales-

For over 50 years, Cardui has been
woman's sufferings and building
weak women up to health and strength.
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial,
t should surely help you, as it has a
y.

Writt U: Chattanooga Medietas Co., Ladies'
advisory Dor-- ' Chattanooga, Tenn., (or Special
fnstrurtiotts on your casa and a
book, "Home
Treatment lor Women," in plain wiappar. K.C. I i6

IN

GATHERING OF

NUMEROUS
WORLD
WILL MEET
FRANCISCO
IN

Round trip tickets will be on sale to all stations on the
A. T. & S. F. Railway in New Mexico and Colorado on De-

SAN

1915

mousine;
But give me old Santa in cutter of
San Francisco, Dec. 23. Oriental
green,
eyes casting to eastward and those
World's
champions Philadelphia
an
Christr of the
Athletics. National League champions Flying off to
Ojccidjent turned further to
mas.
the west are converging upon a comNew York Giants.
mon horizon the Panama-Pacifi- c
exAmerican League champions PhilaOur
with suit of position site at San Francisco, where
Santa
Athletics.
delphia
bright red,
a congress of nations unrivaled by
Champion batsman, National league
All trimmed in white fur and a cap historic
splendor will flaunt their
"Jake" Daubert.
on his head,
banners
in
1915.
Thousands of busy
American
batsman,
Champion
And a pack on his back most as men are
whipping into shape the
league "Ty" Cobb.
heavy as lead,
largest world's fair the most artistic
Leading pitcher, National league
Is the fun of an
Christ- demonistratkxn
of civilization's (pro"Christy" Mathewson.
mas.
gress since creation.
Leading pitcher, American league
The wonder of it is the precision
Walter Johnson.
The turkey hen's dressed and hung with which this
gigantic task is beFootball
out to freeze;
ing pushed to completion, for the
Champion college team Harvard. Ma'll
bake it with stuffing and small huge shell will be
ready to receive
Tennis
bits of cheese
the exhibits of the world months be- National champion M. E. MeLough-lin- . Andi serve
it just "fit for the gods," ilwu .ma great exposition commaIf you please,
morating the completion of the PanMcdoubles
National
champions
When me meet at this
ama canal casts Its gates ajar on
Loughlin and Williams.
Christmas.
February 20, 1915.
National women's champion Miss
This most brilliant of the exposiBrown.
Mary
Mother's baked the plum pudding and tions of history will stand alone not
Golf
fat pumpkin pies.
only in its architectural treatment,
National champion Jerome D. Tra-ver- A crock full of
doughnuts and birds but in its superb setting at Harbor
that have eyes,
View, the exposition, site; in, ,the
Open champion Francis Ouimet.
For she Is a jewel whenevershe tries adornment of its vast interior courts
National women's champion Miss Her hand at an
Christ- and of its grounds with hundreds of
Gladys Ravenscroft.
mas.
thousands of palms, flowers and rare
Rowing
shrubs and vines, transforming it in
Champion college eight Cornell.
Granny's mended our stockings, left to a tropical paradise; In a marvel
O.
A.
of
N.
A.
Single
Champion
no hole to show,
ous night illumination plan conceived
sculler, E. D. Butler.
Soj Santa can fill them from top to by W. D'A. Ryan, who has charge
Court Tennis
the toe.
of the illumination of the Panama
National champion Jay Gould.
For a generous felitw, I'd have you canal locks and in a glorious court
Bicycle
to know,
scheme created by Jules
Guerin,
World's champion (professional)
Is
an
Christmas.
he
of
world famous as a decorative artist.
s
Frank L. Kramer.
(
In its educational and artistic in.
race Goullet and Fogler.
1 11
hang up my stocking by the fire fluence the exposition will set exBilliards
alted standards and reveal, upon a
place bright,
Champion 1S.1 and 18.2 balk line-W- illie For Santa, I know, will sure come to vast and
comprehensive scale the
Hoppe.
results of the world's best effort in
night
billiards (professional)
Pocket
And fill them with goodies and toys recent years.
out of sight;
Benny Allen.
A resume of all phases of progress
Three cushion (professional) Alf- For this is an
Christ- in the exposition will serve to
convey
red De Oro.
mas.
a comprehensive idea of its world
Amateur champion J. Mayer.
scope and influence.
Marksmanship
"The Best Medicine I Ever Used" , Construction is proceeding with
Grand American handicap winner
"Chamberlain's Tablets is the best prodigious rapidity. All of the eleven
M. S. Hootman.
medicine I ever used for constipation, main exhibit palaces are under conTrap shooting (professional) C. A. biliousness and headache," writes struction.
Young.
Thousands of applications for ex
Mrs. A. W. Milne, St. George, Utah.
Trap shooting (amateur) C. H. These tablets are very effectual, easy hibit space have been received from
Newcomb.
and pleasant to take. For sale by all all parts of the world assuring exNational revolver champion Dr. G. dealers. Adv...
hibits of the highest selective char
II. Snook.
actermany of the exhibits will range
in value from $250,000 to $350,000.
Trotting
CHRISTMAS FOR HOMELESS
World's champion C. K. G. BillNew York, Dec. 23. It is estimated These applications coming from all
ings' tihland, 1.58.
that 50,000 men, women and children, parts of the globe are an earnest of
Hooked with running mate Uhlan,
all of them practically penniless and unprecedented displays in the arts,
sciences and industries. Commissions
1.52.
many of them homeless, will be treatTrack and Field Athletics
ed to bountiful Christmas dinners in appointed by the president of the
Running:
this city day after tomorrow. The United States are meeting with enseconds, H. P. Salvation
thusiastic receptions abroad and are
75 yards, indoor, 7
Army alone intends to give
the recipients of signal honors.
Drew.
of
Volunteers
the
25,000 dinners and
More than seven thousand applicaseconds, T.
410 yards, indoor, 49.3-America, which give all their dinners
tions for concessions pnvrleges have
,T.
Halpin.
from
out in a basket, will provide for
secbeen received. The installation 6f
600 yards, indoor, 1 minute 13
In addition, hun15,000 to 20,000.
the concessions in the amusement cenonds, J. E.' Meredith.
dreds of the homeless will sit down
ter is estimated as exceeding
1,320 yards, Indoor, 3minutes, 7 sec- before well laden table3
provided by
assuring the most spectacuonds, J. P. Drlscoll.
numerous church and charitable orlar and highly educative amusement
One iliile, itdoor, 4 minutes, IS
of
in
the
all sections
city.
ganizations
features ever presented to the world.
seconds, A. R. Kiviat.
Not only will the hungry be fed, but
21
Thirty-on- e
9
minutes
Two miles, indoor,
foreign nations have anwill be given
hundreds of the
nounced
intention to 'officially
their
Kramer.
Willie
seconds,
warm winter clothing.
In the exposition and 33
seconds,
participate
220 yardsT outdoor, 21
Though "Big Tim" Sullivan Is no states have selected sites for state
D. F. Linppincott.
the annual Christmas dinner
more,
14
pavilions.
One miles, outdoor, 4 minutes
which he gave for many years to the
One hundred and eighty-onconseconds, J. P. Jones.
dishomeless denizens of the Bowery
gresses and conventions have voted to
2M to 10 miles, indoor and outdoor,
trict will be given this year as usual. meet in San Francisco
during the exH. Kolehmainen.
Some days ago Congressman iLoft, position
The
5
feet
of many
year.
presence
Indoor,
Standing high Jump
the successor of "Big Tim," sent word notable personages in the realms of
4
inches, Piatt Adams.
to the former Sullivan lieutenants to
Standing high jump Outdoor, 5 feet, go ahead with the preparations for the education, the arts, of science and the
industries will add luster to the high
5
inches, Leo Goehring.
dinner and send the bill to him". The educative influence of the exposition
1014
109
feet,
Throwing the javelin
dinner will be given as usual in the and the diffusion of standardized ininchs, Bruno, Brodd.
oh formation.
old headquarters on the Bowery
inshot,
Putting the shot
can
it
and
Christmas
pretty
morning
Construction ou the eleven main
Inches, Ralph Rose
door, 45 feet,5
safely be sai? 1431 there viV be no exhibit palaces ranges in degree of
(deceased.)
more Interesting event in the ciH completion from the Palace of Fine
shot, inPutting the shot
'he day.
during
Arts, for which the plfing Is in place
Mcinches, P. J.
door, 39 feet, 3
and the steel being fabricated in the
Donald.
TEXAS.
J. A east; and the Palace of TransportaGEORGETOWN,
57
the
weights
Throwing
Krmbro, says: "For several years past tion,
which the floor Is laid, and
inches, P. Ryan.
feet,
Foley'B Honey and Tar Compound has the
frames being assembled preparafor all
household
been
remedy
my
hammer
the
Throwing
coughs, colds, and lung troubles.num-It tory to erection, to the Palace of Ma213 feet, 9Vs Inches, P. Ryan.
has given permanent relief in a
chinery, nearly finished. The Palace
hammer
ber" of cases of obstinate coughs and of
Throwing the
Education is 67 per cent completed,
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse Us
hammer, 189 feet, 2 inches, P. Ryan.
domes being placed, and the outer
O.
Cross
Red
G.
F.
substitutes.
Schaefer,
All around record: 7,499 points,
walls
Adv.
Store
receiving their staff work. The
Drug
C. Thomson, Princeton University.
completion of this palace will follow
Swimming
JUSTICE MOODYS BIRTHDAY
closely that of the Palace of MachinLeader in record holding: Duke P.
Haverhill, Mass., Dec. 23. At his ery, which is now 93 per cent comKahanamoku.
home in this city William H. Moody, pleted.
Professional Pugilism
associate justice of lie suA striking example of the rapidity
Coulon; former
Bantamweight, Johnny
court of the United States, of construction Is furnished in the
preme
LightFeatherweight, Johnny Kilbane;
received calls from a number of his case of the Palace of Food Products.
weight, Willie Ritchie; Welterweight, old friends today on the occasion of In a single month 900,000 feet of main dispute; middleweight, in dispute; his sixtieth birthday anniversary. Jus- terial was put in the superstructure
heavyweight, Jack Johnson.
tice Moodyl was obliged to retire from of this building, with the result that
the supreme bench in 1910 on account the frame was approximately 80 per
For cent in place in that period, the enof the condition of his health.
Croup
Aqainsts
Guarding
The best safeguard against croup is three years he has been confined to tire structure being 45 per cent coma bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar his home here jn a state of physical pleted. The immpnirv of tMo work
Compound In the house. P. H. Ginn,
Middleton, Ga., writes: "My children helplessness.
are very susceptible to croup easilya
catch cold. I give them Foley
Wheezing m the lungs indicates that
and in pbletrm
FOIi CiiaLDRZ'l, .
is obstructing the atr passages
Honey and Tar Compound
SYRUF
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
every instance they get prompt relief
N
mac it iou$lrtt, Telhijf
and are soon cured. We keep It at
loosens the phlegm so that it can be
i
uil Destroy
O. G.
i
ixordcro,
home and prevent croup.
up and ejected. Price 25c,
coughed
TrmielvW, in M iiourfl, Atsii
Stilts,.
Sold bf
50c "and $1.W per bottle.
Schaefer, Red Cioea Drug Store.
Adv.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
:
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TOR HOLIDAY MS

ASSOCIA-TION-
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rvt

AND

SOCIETIES

cember 23, 24, 25, 31, 1913 and January
limit on all tickets January 5, 1914.
FARE

Mound, N. M
Springer, N. M...
Raton, N. M.
Trinidad, Colo
La Junta, Colo.
Holly, Colo.
Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs, Colo...
Denver, Colo.

1.10
2.40
3.80
6.95
7.00
9.70
12.15
10.65
12.00
14.20

Ribera, N. M.
La my, N. M
Santa Fe, N. M....'.
Albuquerque, N. M

r

Final

TRi?

FOR THE ROUND

M.......'..$

Watrous, N.
Wagon

J, 1914.

$ 1.G0

3.50
4.50
7.10
17.95
23.75
18.95
17.95
15.C5
20.35

Clovis, N. M
Roswell, N. M
Portales, N. M
Texico, N. M
Gallup, N. M

El Paso, Tex
INTERMEDIATE POINTS AT SAME RATIO.

In addition to the above dates tickets will be on sale December
19th, 20th, 1913, to all stations on the A. T. and S. F. In New Mexico
at the same rates to teachers and students on presentation of certificates signed by officer In charge of school.

2J5

D. L.

BATCHELOR

Ldwvr

AGENT

may be realized from the fact that
the Palace of Food Products covers
an area of more than five acres, and
is 96 feet high to top of ridge and 160
feet high to top of dome above the
floor.
Work is progressing on the five
great Interior courts of the main
group of exhibit palaces. The fireproof walls of the courts are being
built rapidly, the walls of the Court
of the Four Seasons being practically
completed.
Many of the most Impqrtant and
heaviest tasks. In the preparation of
the exposition have been completed.
Such are the Installation of the water,
drainage and electric conduit systems,
the construction of seawalls, wharves
and freight ferry slip, of the standard
gauge terminal railroad system and
other necessities.
The freight ferry slip is now In
daily use, receiving car floats bear
ing cars which are conveyed by the
exposition engines over the terminal
railroad track, the main line of which,
and many of the branches, have been
completed.
The landscape engineering i3 progressing rapidly. The exposition site,
which, a few months ago, was a waste
of sand dunes, rubbish and gravel,
now shows many acres of greensward,
the grass growing luxuriantly in the
south and north gardens, in the concessions district and elsewhere.
The transplanting of tree3 and
shrubs from the nurseries Is progressing, the groves of cypress and other
trees are to be seen upon the grounds
ap
contributing to the final park-lin- e
pearance that will characterize the
exposition long before 1915.
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NO PARDONS

IN GEORGIA

Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 23. Convicts in
the state prisons of Georgia are to receive-no
pardons or paroles as Christmas gifts this year. Governor Slaton.
declares that he doe snot look on the
pardoning power as a matter of sentiment, but one of strict justice only,
and that he sees no reason why greater mercy should be extended at the
Christmas season than at any other
period of the year.
Gas in the stomach comes from food
which has fermenteu. Get rid of this
badly digested food as quickly as possible if you would avoid a bilious attack; HERBINB is the remedy you
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
stomach, liver and bowels, and restores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50e. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

ELECTRICALLY

Cheerful Gilts for the Old
Folks
t
For grandmothers and grandfathers and other folk
whose heads are silvery it is hard to pitk out presents for the old folks. Let us surest someihic
that will bring them comfort and warmth these cold
days and nights.
There is an electric radiator. It costs but a few
cents an hour to operate. It glows with cheerful
radiance, and is always strong in heat. Just the thinj
to make the bed room comfy on frosty mornings.
The kiddies also will be safe around an electric ra
diator.
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For Granddad there is the electric sliavirg mu,
Always handy. For all folks, old and join:;, aa
electric heating pad is of great service.
But no matter what her ae, your vife will be satisfied that aa electric iron is the iicd of all as
electrical.
have a complete
Call in and see us.
We

LJ

LUiS

U

him f

Flowers are now blooming in the
gardens, and hundreds of thousands
of others are being nurtured and
tended in the exposition's conserva'
tories and flower beds.
In the sculptural
warehouse 50
sculptors and skilled artisans are at
work. Under the direction of A.
Stirling Calder the plaster models
made by many of America's greatest
sculptors are being enlarged to herolo
proportions, finished In Imitation,
Travertine marble, and prepared for
installation upon their pedastals.
Three fire houses for the exposition
fire department are nearly finished.
Cne is in the concessions district, one
adjoins the Service building and one
between the Palace of Fine Arts and;
the California building. Temporary-firequipment has already been installed.

5

d

nillion others.
Get a bottle of Cardui

THREE

Baseball

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 23. State
Treasurer O. N. Marron, who returned
yesterday from a ten days' visit in
New York and Washington, where he
has been on personal business, finds
geenral conditions in the east favorable
to a sharp revival of business activity
when uncertainty as to the pending
currency legislation has been dispell-

Bat Hatband, Willi Aid

23, 1913.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY, DECEMBER
tion by the senate. The officeis from
of the society in which that person
a state will perhaps be suggested to
lives laws to which perfectly sane
the president by the governor of that
or well persons have no difficulty in
state, but the president does not have
conforming.
ESTABLISHED 1879.
to accept them unless he sees fit. He
H this Is true, any method of dealmay appoint every single volunteer
ing; with the offender wh"h contains
For Him
colonel from the regular army, for In
Published by
an element of punishment is unjust
I
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
to him and also illogical. It Is likestance, for the bill permits the apfrom the
wise unjust and illogical
(Incorporated.)
pointment of four regular officers to
each volunteer regiment. Moreover,
point of view; of the protection of soofficers are not to be commissioned as
SLIT OF CLOTHES
ciety; for the idea of punishment necEditor.
II. M. PADGETT
essitates fitting the punishment to the
belonging to any regiment, as, for inWARM OVERCOAT
stance, the First Massachusetts or the
crime and not to the criminal. When
Tenth Connecticut, as'i invariably in
the alloted punishment is completed,
the past, but will be appointed as cap
BATHROBE
thft crftninal, unchanged, is set free.
tains or lieutenants or majors of Mas
Society has the right to protection,
COMBINATION SETS
the individual the right to justice,
Entered at the postoffic at East sachusetts or Conhetcicut volunteer
but the only real justice for the per- taa Vegas, New Mexico, for trans infantry, so that they may be promotSILK NECKWEAR-SHO- ES
son who is in error ia the attempt to
mission through the United States ed according to seniority in the entire
!
which
in
commiscorrect the condition which caused
branch of vtiiteersi
tsialls as second class matter.
him to err.
sioned, and transferred from one regiment to another at will. Indeed, it is
Does punishment do this? Have
STETSON HAT
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
not clear that the old state title will
crimes decreased in the aggregate or
Dally, by Carrier
in the individual case because of the
be preserved; so far as this bill is
WOOL SWEATER
1 .115 concerned, there is
I'er Copy
for
customary' penalties imposed
nothing to prevent
Dne Week
.
. .15 every regiment's being called "The
them? Statistics, according to Dr.
DRESS SHIRT
.65
One Month
Regiment of the United States
Wright, do not warrant any such as7.50 Volunteer
One Year
Infantry." 'Common-sens- e
sumption. What, then, is the remGLOVES
Dally, by Mall
will, however, doubtless dictate the re
edy? Are we to abolish prisons and
56.00
Pne year (in advance).
tention of the state designations so
penalties, and, taking the fatalistic
HOUSE SLIPPERS
.
3.00
Cix Months (In advance)
view that all crime Js incurable, shut
that local pride and the spirit of emu
7.50
Dne Year (in arrears)
lation may be cultivated. The great
up all offenders In asylums for the
SILK HOSE
3.75
Elx Months (In arrears)
remainder of their lives? Abolishpoint is that under this bill the presi
ment of punishment Is certainly ;all-- !
dent can prescribe the qualifications
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
for officers and, if he chooses, exclude
ed for and is gradually coming as the
I
GROWER
like "William Jennings
prison is changed Into a house of corpoliticians
rection and custody, into a colony for
t)ne Year
Bryan when they aspire tQ be colonels
abnormal people where they may Jive
, 1.00 without military, knowledge,
Jfx Months
as nearly normal a life as Is possible
Still another break with the past
for
each and every one of them, where
will
which
our
to
appeal particularly
(Cash In Advance for Mall
and
retheir
individual characteristics
war
civil
Is
the
survivors
provision
,j
Subscriptions)
studied
lives
are
and
their
a
of
recruit
establishment
the
capacities
Remit by check, draft or money quiring
The same
battalion for each'regiment, to re
arranged accordingly.
fcrder,j If sent otherwise we will not ing
has already occurred In the
main at home In order to drill and for
change
e responsible for loss.
line with them by their attempts to
methods of dealing with the obvious- Specimen copies free on application. ward to the regiment men to make ameliorate the condition of
conthe
ly insane. If these methods are worth
good the losses at the front. There
vict, by agitating for prison reform, while in the case of the
chronically
was not greater military mistake In
indeterminate sentences, the parole
ULL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
insane, they are still more so in the
the civil war on the part of the fedI
EXPIRATION OF TIME
system, and the changing of the pris-- treatment of criminal offenders who,
erals than the recruiting of their ar- on into an
PAID FOR
Institution for correction
though mentally abnormal, are, in the
mies by new regiments. Instead of
and custody rather than punishment.
to
reinforcing the veteran organizations True enough, more of sentiment than majority of instances, amenable
Advertisers are guaranteed the at the front, they were allowed to of science is
back of these methods,
Eargest daily and weekly circulation shrink to almost nothing. Sometimes
and therefore in many individual Infrif any newspaper In northern New a state would forward recruits if the
stances harmful injustice to society
Mexico.
regiment persisted in demanding and ultimate harm to the offender
them. Far more often the regiment
against society is wrought. This is
was allowed to dwindle away. Thus
inevitable In any period of transition
TELEPHONES
the Twentieth Massachusetts, one of from an erroneous to a more correct
Business Office
Main 2
the bravest regiments that ever fought,
JNews Department
method of dealing with social prob...Main 9 took 243 men
into battle at Gettys- lems. As more
harmony of opinion
1 r
burg (where they lost 127), and sim- comes to exist among those who have
ilar figures testified to the fidelity of been forced to take
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1913.
the
up
problem
the First Minnesota and many other because
e
of a contact gradually
evteran organizations. BrlSSdes were
intimate, justice to all will
LITHE VOLUNTEER ARMY
frequently half the size of a full regi- come nearer. And it is the psychia
BILL
ment; yet as late as the Wilderness trist, with his collaborator, the psy
campaign, new regiments which had chologist, on whom the
responsibility
The passing liy the house the other never heard a shot fired were
placed
bill prescrlb in line of batttle with officers as inex- must rest most heavily if the newer
day of the
dising the methods to be pursued In rais perienced as the men, The politicians Ideas of the nature of crime as a
of
as
a
the
criminal
sick
ease,
man,
ing a volunteer army was erroneously liked the system for the patronage it
are to prevail.
described as giving the president pow-?- r
and the army paid the price
created,
to call ou! COO.OOO men, while the
There is no longer any credited op
Every volunteer soldier, hereafter,
to the view that criminal of:sudd.tiness vf ihe house's action was
position
will bo enlisted for the entire war.
or otherwise, are the
to the Mexican emergency,
fenses,
petty
or
There will be no more
of individual and social dis'"78 the New York Post. Undoubted three-ye'ar- s
men if the bill passes; but products
ease. While the influence of environSy, this may have had something to do
it expressly stipulates that all volun
for those most charitably in
"with It, but the senate plainly does
teers ara to be promptly mustered out ment,
excuses the offender from renot recognize that any crisis Is at as soon as
clined,
the imminence of war
for his condition, it does
sponsibility
liand, for a couple of weeks have pass- passes or the war itself ends. Need
red and there is no
expectation that it less to say that the president will also not excuse him from responsibility
for his acts. But if every, offender
will act on the bill in haste. Probably
all staff officers of volunteers
in a diseased person, in the psychoit will not even take it up until well appoint
including the quartermasters and the
sense, his responsibility
into the new year. When it does, it medical
officers on whose efficiency physiologic
must come into question before the
will merely act on legislation long urg
so much
and this ought to bar
of justice.
ed by the war department proposed insure thedepends,
selection' of as competent
"when nobody foresaw trouble in any
a medicolegal battle has been
Many
men as can be obtained. On the
over this question. The issue
quarter.
fought
adwhole, the bill marks a distinct
From this it does not follow that the
has been confused usually because
vance. There are things In it about
the
Mil is unimportant. It is important, if which there will be two
legal mind has ever thought of
opinions, of
only because it radically alters the course, as for instance whether under consciousness as synonymous with
historic volunteer policy of the United its
sanity. Because a man knew what he
provisions the regular army will was
States in various particulars. By it not b robbed
doing the lawyer has held him
too
of
many of its of
But a man's mental
r'heer is an effort to r.emedy the defects
responsible.
ficers at the beginning of hostilities in
is a very complex thing; it
as order to benefit the volunteers. But make-uof the volunteer army of 1861-63C
is a bundle of psychic forces and hawell as others developed in 1898. It
providing as it does a modern machin- extends federal control over the or- - ery to eb used cmljr in hf ev ct of war bits which may be summed up in
ganizhtion of volunteers to a degree and replacing antiquated Enactments, three divisions: intellect, or consciousness; emotion, that is, impulse to
which in 1861 would have been
ia in principle unobjectionable.
act; and will, that is, action itself.
even in the north, as a seri0
No two persons are alike in the
ous invasion of states' rights, or at
strength or weakness of one or the
least the politicians' rights to appoint THS PIOBLKU OP TUE
other of these forces. To take the
CRIMINAL
officers. Needless to say, it fixes no
view that consciousness of the wronglimit as to the number of volunteers
his fulness or illegality of an act at the
Since iLomibroso enunciated
the president may call out. The
time of Its committal makes the ofcriminof
views
of
the
who
telegraphphysiognomy
correspondents
il-ed the 200,000 figure could as truth als, he has gained many adherents fender "responsible" for it and legally
the
with
is
inconsistent
a
sane,
with
modified
views
of
extended.
and
an
army
fully have said that
knowledge of mental functions
million was in contemplation because There has
developed,
naturally
t Mexico. The bill merely prescribes enough, an opposing army of thinkers which we now possess. ' Conduct is
fcow the president shall raise an army who may be divided into those who not "depeiident" chiefly on knowledge,
of volunteers artefiongrej8 ha au- place the blame for criminal offenses but 'much more on impulse or emotioa will capable or incapable
thorized him to and fixed the num entirely on the social enviroment of n-and
her;, the procedure he shall take after the offender, and those who regard of controlling and directing 'impulse
lie has issued his proclamation for a him as wilfully vicious- - even though in a way to harmonize with' knowl;
9mn
Kiven number of troops is what is set morally defective, and therefore re edge', that is,' consciousness.
because
is
this
of
"complexIt
for
and
just
More
folhis
actions.
forth here. Primarily, he must
sponsible
low the procedure of the regular army, more champions of the Lombrosian ity of function that so many differwhose laws, orders, and regulations idea, that the criminal is inherently ent kinds of crimes are committed
so many different types of crimwill be binding upon either themilitia abnormal, have come to the front and
exist. In spite of all the study
inals
and
or
more
less
worthy
called into service or the volunteers with evidence
has
been given to these questhat
is
time
the
at
on
present
to
be
criminology
All three kinds of troops are
is
tions
it
rathimpossible tQ account for
a
medical
science
an exact parity as to organization and fast becoming
abnormalities
these
by
of conduct
one.
this
But
a
er
phase
than
even
legal
Tights, no distinction being made
natof the subject ia not on a footing sure theoretical consideration of their
as to the composition of courts-martiais conof the enough to convince either the public ure so far as brain structure
which, differing from thos
too
little
Too
is
little
cerned.
known,
past, may be composed of militia, vol- or the legal profession of the justificonstitutes
of
what
can
be
nor
has
known,
view,
of
unteer, an4 regular ofitcers without cation for its point
it received that respectful hearing in complex brain function. But it can be
restriction.
Dr. Harold
The men of the volunteer forces are the courts which would prevent In confidently asserted, says
recent issue of The
in
a
W.
to
Wright,
not
fie
done
only
to be taken "as far as practicable" justice being
Never Journal of the American Medical As5'rom the several states and territories prisoner, but also to society.
of sociation, that in a criminal we are
to
both
5n proportion to their population, as theless, complete justice
with a mentally abnormal perl;retofore. It Is in tha appointment of fender and society is slowly on the dealing
not a sane person, but
or
sontherefore
who
those
oppose
even
and
f !c ra that we have a radical change, way,
doc a diseased- person, a sick person, as
newer
the
of
no
fake
thought
to
be
for these are all
appointed by
an offender against the laws
the president, subject to the confirma- trines are unconsciously falling in well as
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much greater Improvement in habits
of thinking, feeling and acting.

'o

A law has come Into force in Italy
com
making: Industrial Instruction
pulsory for children employed In fac-

tories.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Dec. 23. Sentiment was
distinctly hopeful today. Execution
of large buying orders in Btocks whose
fluctuations usually govern the market, and an expansion in the volume

of dealings in bonds indicated the
change in speculative sentiment as
compared with a week ago.
Declines In s.international stocks in
London failed, to hold the market in
check! and the handsome gains made
in the last few. days were extended.
Traders nevertheless were cautiouB
and took profits rather than run the
risk of inviting a sharp reaction, by
pushing the advance too far. Weakness of Missouri Pacific, Western
Union, New Haven and Canadian also
tended to hold back the general list
and the early rise was cut into, some
stocks losing all of their gains. Bonds
were irregular.
Bullish operations were started
again in a mild way by the declaration of a two per cent dividend on
Central Leather, which rose to 27.
Later selling caused the whole list to
give way, with particular heaviness
in the Gould properties.
Pressure against the standard stocks
ceased after prices for the usual leaders had been driven under yesterday's
close.
The market closed easy. Resisting
power of the list was lessened by the
development of weakness at new
points, but prices did not sag greatly.
Canadian Pacific sustained a loss of
nearly three points after deducting
value of rights. The closing quotations were:
72
Amalgamated Copper

TAUPE R.TS
MEANS

Economy
"'..-.-

Quality

Satisfaction
JEWELER.

Sugar
Atchison
11
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific ... .V.U
Union Pacific .. .. . . .. .,.
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.

a shade decline to a like advance and
seemed Inclined to keep within that
.109
range. The last sales were as follows:
1664
Wheat, May 90; July 87.
.VS9
Corn, Dec. 69; May 09.
.153
Oats, May 41; July 41.
58
Pork, Jan. $20.45; May $20.87.
.;;...105
Lard, an. $10.65; May $11.
'
Ribs, Jan. $10.77; May $11.07.

...106

.................

.

94

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Dec. 23. Extension
of
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Chicago,
snow protection east of the MississipKansas City, Mo., Dec. 23. Hogs,
pi tended to give the bears an advant- receipts 14,00. Market steady. Bulk
age today in wheat. Prices opened $457.7!5i heavy $7.707.80; pack-

unchanged to M lower and afterwards
sagged a little more. The close was
firm at
to
to
net declined '
Corn quotations hardened owing to
damp stormy weather that piomlsed to
diminsh receipts. The opening varied
to ir"Sl?aW"tfRff
from
further
upturn ensued but later the gain all
disappeared. The close was steady at
Vi to V2 above last night.
Traders in oats guided themselves
by the action of corn and business
X
'
'.'
proved slow.
First sales of provisions varied from
'

'

er

and butchers $7.G07.75; lights

$707.70;

pigs

$6.507.15.

Cattle, receipts 7,000. Market steady to strong. Prime fed steers $8.40
9.30; dressed beef steers $78.25;
western steers $67.60; southern
steers $5.607.25
cows $4.407li
heifers $6.509; stockers and feeder's
?5.507.40; bulls ?57; calves $6.50
11.

Sheep, receipts 11,000. Market steaLambs $7.257.75;
yearlings
$5.507; wethers $4.50(jf5.50; ewes
dy.

$44.65.
Jkk.
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COME and SPEND A PLEASANT EVENING WITH US
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BIG SALE

CLOSES WEDNESDAY NIGHT
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ONE THIRD OFF
ALL TOYS AND DOLLS
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TOOKING backward

through a passing year, men hope to find
i some reward for their endeavors. To know that we have helped our friends, to have deserved their high approval as they have
earned ours, that is our inspiration forj another; year. One more
busy day and the" Christmas work will be oveK Key for, jthat
day's service and thento our own, store people ho less than to our

n

well-founde- d

:

generous public

A Very,

l,

Come Early
If You Like

v

-

Merry Christmas
Ths

store

1

or Quality".

Come Late
If You Like

0
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AT THE

ber of the interstate commerce
mission, and his nomination was
ried to the senate.

MUTUAL MOVIES
T

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romaine. Adv.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Thuli of Watrous
were visitors in Las "Vegas today.
W. W. Tipton of Watrous came In
last night for a short business visit
here. ?
J. J. Burke o Lamar, Colo., was a
business visitor here today. He Is a
cattleman.
Captain W. B. Brunton came In
this afternoon from Shoemaker for
a short business visit,
. .Huyler's
candies at Murphey's.
fresh, came In by express, Adv.
H. S. Maurice came in last night
and will be a business visitor In Las
Vegas' for the next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C'. Johnsen left this
afternoon for Albuquerque where they
will spend Christmas with relatives.
R. M. Crandall of Dickinson, N. D.,
arrived in the city last night and will
fce a business visitor here for several

BRIDGE STREET

"THE OCCULT"

A Hindu

"A MAN AND A WOMAN"
"THE TOMBOYS' RACE"

Get busy before our stock

is exhuasted
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our entire
stock of ladies and misses tailor-
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WOMAN IS CONVICTED
Chicago, Dec.1 23. Mrs. Margaret

Mystery Story.
(American.)
Drama.
(Reliance.)
Comedy. (Majestic.)

OUR SALE IS ON

DECEMBER

CLEMENTS GETS A JOB
Washington, Dec. 23. Judson C.
Clements of Georgia, was reappointed
today by president W!!son as a mem-

PROGRAM TONIGHT

PERSONALS

TUESDAY,

standing hatred between the two countries for some time because of other
things, according to Major Schoof.
Sergeant-Majo- r
Schoof is on his
way to Ei Paso to visit the constitutionalists and is on a three weeks'
furlough. He is to join the Mexican
army for the purpose of studying the
methods of warfare used In Mexico.
He was garbed In the uniform of an
officer of the mounted police of Canada and attracted considerable attention at the statton. He is an old soldier, having served 22 years in the
British army. He fought for that
country in the Boer war and In India.

Livingston, a' physician, was found
guilty today of sending prohibited Information through tiie mails. The offense is punishable by five years' imprisonment or a fine of $3,000, or both.

23, 1913.
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A SUITABLE AND APPROPRIATE
XMAS GIFT
Open savings accounts with this bank in the names of those persons you wish to
member, and Jet your holiday gilts be represented by the passbooks.

PEOPLES BANK
-

CAPITAL

Dr. Mary Walker Is to become a
vaudeville attraction next month.
The rumor is revived that Edna
May will soon return to the stage.
May de Sousa, the musical comedy
star, is now leading woman in "The
Marriage Market."
Charles Frohman's next musical
comedy production will bear the title
of "The Laughing Irusband."
Jdhn Barrymore Is to have the
leading role in "The Yellow, Ticket,"
the tew play by Michael Morton.''
Mrs. William Faversham
(Miss
Julie Opp) is about to return to the
stage after an absence of six months
caused by illness. '
Thurlov. Bergen has succeeded Or-rlJohnson in the principal role in
"The Marriage Game," now playing
at the Comedy theater In New York.
Bernard Granville la to appear in
a musical piece called "Taxi 41144,"
under the direction of Al H. Woods.
Mrs. Charles B. Craig has been engaged by Henry W. Savage for an
important part in "Old Reliable," in
which Willis Sweatnam is to star.
Emmanuel Relcher, head of the
Lessing theater in Berlin, is to go to
San Francisco during the Panama
exposition and give a series of plays
in which he has become famous.
The Shuberts have completed arrangements with, George Edwards
whereby they are to bring over the
entire London Gaiety theater company intact for a New York season of
,,
"The Girl on the Film."
Cecilia Loftus is to play the lead
ing role in a moving picture play
which will be made by Daniel Frohman's company of film actors. The
movies drama will be founded upon
Frances Hodgson Burnett's play, "A
Lady of Quality."
Following the announcement that
Joseph Brooks had signed a five year
contract with William H. Crane and
Douglas Fairbanks for a joint starring engagement, comes the news that
Amelia Bingham has signed for a
like time with the same management.
When Madame Aguglia, the Sicilian
actress, opens her New York season
in a few weeks she will be seen In a
repertoire which will include "Zaza,"
"Camille," "Salome," "Elektra," and
The Thief." The tragedienne comes
to New York from South America,
where she has been playing for two
years.
The Plays yet to be produced In
New York this season by Charles.
Frohman are J. M. Barrie's "The Le
gend of Lenora," with Maude Adams
in the principal part; Billle Burke in
W. S. Maugham's modern play of
North American frontier life, "The
Land of Promise"; a musical operetta
entitled "The laughing Husband'
new play now being written by Har
rison Rhodes and Thomas Wise
dramatization of Sudenmann's "The
Song of Songs," by Edward Sheldon,
and a new farce entitled "A Little
Water on the Side," with William Col
lier in the leading role,
n
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PLAYS AND PLAYERS

ed suits and ladies, misses
lays.
and children's coats, and also
Liggett's Chocolates, the best and
our entire stock of men's and
purest candy made, at Murphey's Drug
FLYNN IS LOSER
Adv.
Store.
will go at
boy's
clothing
New
Dec. 23. Conceding 26
York,
C. W. Luce, one of the superintendto
Jim
Coffey, the "Dublin
pounds
railMackinaw
and
Detroit
ents of the
Giant,"
Battling
Levinsky, the heavy
Las
in
is
visiting
Vegas
way lines,
of
weight
outfought and
Philadelphia,
latves.
outboxed Coffey In every round but
Dr. W. T. Brown of Valmorst was
Every other item in our store
the second, of a
bout here
a business visitor here today for a
be sold at greatly reduced
will
last
.
night.
this
returned
home
He
time.
short
"Young" Fox, English bantamweij
afternoon.
prices.
a good impression in his first
made
the
for
J. R. Johnson, representative
fight In this , country, defeating Joe
2Morrla Packing company,"" came in fist
Mooney, of New York, in a
night' from Albuquerque for a short
contest.
Ibusiness visit.
Hoffman ft Graoborth
George Rodel, the Boer heavy
Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Earl came In
outfought Jim Flynn, the Pu
weight,
ranch
their
POPULAR
THE
PRICE STORE
yesterday evening from
coneblo fireman, in another
Kiorth of Las Vegas for a short ChristMain 104
Phone
test.
the
better
of
had
Rodel
every
mas hsopplng trip.
a
I
round, except the ninth.
Bias Sanchez returned to his home
At Wagon Mound this afternoon after
The Man Who Neglects HiitiBelf
liaving been a business visitor here
When his condition points to kidney PRETTY GOOD GRAFTfor a short time.
Beautiful designs, graceful shapes. trouble takes an unwise risk. Backache, pain and soreness over the kidRich finish in Imported hand painted
FOR COAL COMPANY
neys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
China at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv. sleep, are all symptoms that will disMrs. Harry Anker of East Tawas, appear with the regular use of Foley
Mich., left last night for her home Kidney Pills. InThey put the kidneys SOLD GOVERNMENT COAL WHICH
a
and bladder
strong and
IT FAILED TO DELIVER BUT
after having been a visitor here, for the healthy condition. clean,
O. G. Schaefer,
COLLECTED
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
FOR
Iast few months.
Robert Kasper, the' well known
San Francisco, Dec. 23. The trial
artist cf the Gump barber shop,
of directors
3cft last night for Denver where he DULL MOMENTS
WILL
and employes of the
Western Fuel company on charges of
will spend Christmas.
Mrs. J. D. Hand left early this mornRF RAIUlQIim A WAV conspiracy to defraud the government
13
was continued this morning in the
uniiiuiiLU
ing on the Santa Fe Limited for Los
will
United States court with W. H. Tidshe
Calif.,
spend
Angeles,
twhere
Christmas with relatives.
well,
special agent of the treasury
SOMETHING
DOING EVERY MINon the witness stand.
Charles P. Trumbull, who has been
department,
UTE AT THE ARMORY CHRIST.
TIdwell showed from the company's
in California for the past several
MAS AFTERNOON
books that during the period between
months, returned to Las Vegas last
1, 1906, and the last day of 1912
aiight and will remain indefinitely.
When the whistle blows Thursday April
It received pay from American ship
Miss Dollie Summers and Miss
afternoon for the first preliminary of owners
and from the government for
Wheatley, both of Santa Fe, the
program of entertainment at the 33,223 tons of coal in excess of what
came in yesterday afternoon for a few
armory, the opening event of the big- It really delivered, according to its
days' stay here as visitors with friends.
gest
day of sport that Las Vegas has own weights. TIdwell said the com
John P. Young, formerly employed
witnessed for some time will start.
Is
in
Fe
pany not only collected payment for
on the Santa
railroad here,
It will be one continual found of pleas- the coal it sold but which the books
Las Vegas spending the holidays with
relatives. Mr. Young is now employ- ure for Las' Vegas sport loving people. show it did not deliver, but It also
Is
ed by the Santa Fe coast lines as a The first game called for 3 o'clock received the customs drawback, or re
nb long drawn-ou- t
and
will
be
there
conductor at Gallup.
bate, allowed by law on foreign coal
Chris Goke and Apolonio Sena, the intermissions. There will be action sold to American ships.
e
Park Springs Tanchers, were In Las every minute. The Simison seven-piecorchestra will furnish music bea
on
business
trip. They
Vegas today
tween the halves of all the games.
TELEGRAPilhliS WILL
report the Bnow about eight inches
The Newton team, which will play
and
and
in
their locality
cattle
deep
the Y. M. C. A. five in the main event,
thcep suffering to some extent.
GO ON A STRIKE
In Las Vegas tomorrow
M. D. Maes, of Maes, N. M., was a will arrive
noon.
In
the evening It will be the
liusiness visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. Maes stated this morning that the guest of the Y. M. C. A. at a dinner
EMPLOYES OF THE FRISCO SYS
snowfall at his home amounted to to which will be bidden members of
TEM RESENT ROAD'S REFUSteam
the
local
also.
be
will
a
It
"reg
about 12 inches, but that no heavy
HOW TO USE RED CROSS
AL OF MORE PAY
ular"
to
the
feed,
secretary,
according
losses had resulted in cattle or sheep
SEALS
a
rumorisT being passed around
Just received by express, Huyler's and
Mo., Dec. 23. A count
Springfield,
that
will
be
there
cranberries
turkey,
and Liggett's candies. Murphey's Drug
nine-tentRed Cross seals should, In ac- of the ballots cast by
and many other delicate and tasty of
torei Adv.
cordance with order No. 5,020
In the employ of the SL
telegraphers
on
dishes
table
the
the
basketball
for
Mrs. Charles Greenclay, accompanof the postoffice department,
Louis and San Francisco railway on a
f
ied by her son and daughter, left last huskies. ; : ?
"be affixed to the reverse side of
to
as
st!s'ce
of
the
a
result
proposition
The
team
local
hold
will
its last
The workingmen's compensation
night for Denver where she will visit
domestic mail matter," and not
of
refusal
the
railroad
receivers
of
the
relatives during the Christmas holi- practice this evening at the armory. to
laws In effect in Michigan and Rhode
on the address elde of any pack- grant in increased wage and an
De Marias and As
are
Island
elective.
days. The Greenclays expect to be Physical Director
that are going through the
ages
eight-hou- r
98
cent
of
day, shows
per
absent from Las Vegas for the next sistant Coach Stern are of the opin- the men voted
mail. They may be placed any- a
of
favor
etrifce,
r
in.
ion that the team is in excellent shape
Hff omen:
Number! 'Surprising
two weeks.
wnere on matter going by ex- to a statement by J. A. New- Young;
Tne number or young women who
E. A. Everette of Eagle River, Wis., to put up one of the best games ever according
As many seals may be
press.
of
the
of
man,
vice
president
suffer with weak back, dizzy and ner
Chlcagp,
mceompanied'By Mrs. Everette, arrived played in tbis"scity.
used on the back of a letter or
Tele- vous spells, dull headache and weari
International
Railroad
Order
of
last night for a visit with his old
package as may be destred. Care
Kidney and blad
graphers. If a strike is called, 1,200 ness is surprising.
friend. Judge D. R. Murray Mr. Evcause tnese troubles, but if
should be exercised in sending
men and station agents, dispatchers der ills
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as di
erette lived here 32 years ago and re EXPECTS VAR BETWEEN
merchandise through, the mails
and operators all over the Frisco sys- rected relief follows promptly, and
members many of the oldtdwers. He
Knot .'to place seals. ;.pver; strings
no
habit
Wis
the
Contain
tem
will
be
disappear.
effected
fI '
asked concerning Rus Kistler and said
with which the package is tied,
LAND AND DERS1ANY
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red
According to Newman, arrangements Cross
that he had a copy of The Optic over
since this seals the nackaee
Drug Store. Adv.
to
are
care
the
made
for
''''
already,
'
"'i
being
'V
30 yeais old. Mr. Everette is proprie
f
I
against j inspection and subjects
families of the men who might be at
A labor temple project is being agi
tor of a big summer resort In north- SERGEANT-MAJOIt, to.--, first class postage rates.
SCHOOF
OF fected
announceby the strike. It was
tated by the. unions In Toledo.
ern .WisconslBjf jinti the lake and pine
Red' Cross seals may be used on
CANADA THINKS STRUGGLE fi d! the Union ihas as
7r?!:-- i
'yiux Harrys-country. He says he can make a
the reverse side of mail matter
IS INEVITABLE
to use in caring for families of Idle
sent to Austria, Germany, Great
Coughs That Prevent Sleep
journey across the United States and
men and keeping theft children in
These coughs are wearing and If
meet friends in every city who have
Britain and most of the British
"It is only a matter of about one school.
they
"hang on," cafl run one down
Evbeen guests of his resort. The
colonies, except India and Aus- and lower the vital resisuntil England and Germany will
physlccally
year
rettes will remain here for several
tance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson,
tralla. Guatemala, Uruguay and
be engaged in one of the fiercest wars
319 Pine St,, Green Bay, Wise., writes:
days.
LOVER
HER
KILLS
Portugal refuse to admit mail
known in the history of the world,"
"I was greatly troubled with a bad
Denver, Dec. 23. Lulu Edler of
H.
bearing
Gustave
stamps.
said Sergeant-Majo- r
cough that kept me awake nights
John A. Roach, who has been workCertain European countries will
Schoof of the mounted police force Seattle shot and killed Frank, Gregory Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
ing ia Amarillo, Tex., sjs a civil engi- of Canada, who passed through Las of Denver in her room tere some time and Tar Compound completely cured
return to the sender any mail
neer for the Santa Fe railway, has
me." O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug
bearing Red Cross eeals on the
Vegas this afternoon on his way to last night and then committed suicide. Store. Adv.
been promoted, and Iras been sent to Mexico
side. Red Cross seals
address
were
The
afternoon.
bodies
found
this
"The
Canada.
from Alberta,
Las Vegas, which will be his head- British
be
used on the face of
may
Gregory had just returned from
is the only thing that
women
navy
in
Norway employs 277,613
quarters in the future. Mr. R&ach for- prevents the
on
where
with
he
bills, on legal docu- had
served
checks,
war
earlier Trinidad,
coming of the
its various industries.
ments and on any commercial
merly resided here. Mrs. Roach Is a and as Boon as Germany can equal the Colorado National Guard in the
sister of Mrs. Secundino Romero, Mrs. us in sea
paper. These Christmas seals
fighting equipment the war strike zone.
Cure Your Cold While You Can
Cleofes Romero, Mrs. Chester Hunker will
are not good for postage. They
woman
a
left
note
that
The
child's
not
will
and
be
saying
a
in
it
cold
begin
More real danger lurks
and Miss Marguerite Bernard. Las Vewill not carry any mail matter,
in"
could
not have Gregory
life than In
play, either," continued the military if she
any other of the minor ailbut any kind of mail matter will
gas will be glad to welcome the Roach gentleman.
she would have him in death. Accord- ments. The safe way is to take
family back here. They have arrived
carry them.
Sergeant-Majo- r
Schoof believes that ing to the stories Miss Edlcr had told Chamberlain's Cough Remedy end
hero and will live with Mr. and Mrs. the
&
was
to
the
have
in
Africa
will
English possessions
couple
acquaintances,
cold as quickly as
Secundino Romero until they secure", be the direct cause of the rumored been married tomorrow. It is sup- rid yourself of the
dealers.
all
possible. For sale by
,
a house.
war, though there has been an out- - posed that they quarreled.
Subscribe for The Optic.
Adv.
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ONLY 1 SHOPPING DAY LEFT

Daisy Air Rifles, J1.50 to$2.50
Single Barrel Shot Guns?6.50
l'i
Toy Guns
2J75j
let Skatesjtor boys and girls.SSc '
"
Ball Bearing Skate3, all
'
'
sizes '
C'i.75'
Christmas Candles,' box... .10o
Candle Holders, dozen.
5c
Tennis Rackets, 75c to
$3.50
Thermos Bottles, 100 to.f3.50
Velocipedes, steel tires, $1.75
to
$3.00
Velocipedes, rubber tires, $3
to
-.
$4.50
Hand Cars, $3.50 to
$5.00
Express Wagons, 95o to $2.50
Steel Coasters, $1 to
$2.00
$7.50
Tricycles, 'girls', $3 to
Toy Collapsible Carts, EOo
to
$G.50
Toy Rockers and Chairs, 2f.c
to
$2.50
New lot Blasel's Carpet
$3.00
Sweepers

...
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Ladies' Desks
Music Cabinets
i
'
Morris Chairs
Library Cases
Dressing Tables
Turkish Rockers
Combination Book Cases
Card Tables
Smokers' Stands
Parlor Suites
China Closests
Buffets
Library and Parlor Tab,!e
and
Cab!e-Ne"sopianos
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represent one miner saved for every
1,000 employed and the 2G less lives
lost in Minnesota represent one and
one-haminers saved for every 1,000
at work.
and
"The decreases In Michigan
are
the
time
a
in
Minnesota
year's
most remarkable we have encountered
so far," said Dr. Joseph A.. Holmes,
the director of the bureau, today, "and
were largely due to an active safety
campaign during the last three years.
It is indeed gratifying to note that the
Lake Superior mine operators are
meeting with such marked success
within so short a time. It shows what
may be done in other states If special
efforts are made to safeguard all engaged in the mining industry.
"I do not wish to be understood as
agreeing that the death rates in Michigan and Minnesota are as low asthey
should be, or as low as they will event
ually' become, but I do say that these
two states in the year have made
more real progress toward the desirunion.
the
in
others
iroal
than
pii n
either in metal mining or coal min
ins;, and that much credit is due the
lf

MIRES
AND MINNESOTA OCCUPY FOREMOST PLACE AMONG

SM51CH1GAN

THE STATES
Washington, Dec. 23. In a review of
work accomplished in the campaign to reduce the number of deaths
ia the mines of the United States, the
federal bureau of mines today placed
the state os fi Michigan and Minnesota
1a the honorable mention column.
The report, which deals with fatal-Stie- s
In the metal mines of the country
for 1912, shows that Michigad has reduced Its total of deaths In the copper
sad iron mines from 134 In 1911 to
in 1912; that Minnesota has
:oinety-siadduced its total deaths in the iron
to fifty in the
mines from seventy-si- x
y
same period. The death rate for
1,000 men employed in Michigan
was 4.24 in 1911 and 3.2C in 1912; and
133a

x

e'v-er-

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BAIN

DECEMBER

23, 1913.

US

in Minnesota 4.59 In 1911 and 3.02 in mine owners in these states for their forest service should be turned over
to road building in that part of the
activities in behalf of safety.
1912.
of county. They said that people of that
the
bureau
"From
the
first,
very
The 3S less lives lost in Michigan
section contributed coneiderable to
mines has noted the friendly

ISAFETY

--

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

1

spirit between the operators, the
miners, the state Inspectors and the
bureau of mines. The aggressive, progressive spirit manifested by all persons concerned, the desire upon the
part of the operators and the men to
learn about the work of the bureau
along safety lines, the enthusiastic,
kindly greeting of the men of our
rescue cars, the eagerness of the miners to take the prescribed rescue and
first-aiall those were suf. training,
ficiently noticeable to bring warm
comments from the employes of the
bureau. And the result has been so
fruitful in so many less funerals., so
many less widows made and so many
children who have their fathers left
to them. If there were a lesson to
the entire mining industry for the
year just closing, I would point to
the remarkable record made by Michigan and Minnesota."
The bureau's report on metal-minaccidents in the United States in 1912,
shows 661 men killed, 4,502 seriously
injured and 2C.323 men slightly in
jured out of a total number of 169,199
.

ohe OPTIC

the forest service's receipts in graz
ing fees.
In the Socorro county delegation
were W. M. Borrowdale of the Magdalena board of trade, Jose Y. Ara-goJames W. Medley, N. O. Field
and II. T. Mayberry, besides Mr, Mor

Motion to Dismiss
A motion to dismiss was argued in

the supreme court this afternoon in
the case of Childers vs. Lanham, E.
W. Dobson and E. C. Wade; Jr., being
the opposing attorneys.
Hearing Adjourned
The taking of testimony in the
boundary euit between the state of
Texas and the state f New Mexico,
which has been on at El Paso for
several weeks, has been adjourned
until Tuesday, December 30, accord
ing to Attorney General P. W. Clancy,
who has been representing New Mex
ico's interests.
Auto Licenses
The applications for 1911 auto It
censes are beginning to pour) into the
secretary of state's office in great
numbers, and before the first of the
men employed.
year it is estimated that a consider
The figures show a decrease of 3ft able
proportion of the auto owners of
deaths from 1911, despite the fact that the state will have
applied for next
Alaska with 21 fatalities is included year's licenses.
1912
report.
for the first time in the
New Highway Launched
The death rate for 1912 was 3.91 for
The Panhandle-Pacifi- c
Highway as
every 1,000 employed as against 4.19 sociation, to build a road from Amar-ill- o
in thexyear 1911.
to Albuquerque, was formally
accidents launched at Clovls
The report on metal-min- e
Saturday at a well
completes the mortality statistics for attended meetiing of good roads boost
the mining industry for the year 1912 ers from eastern New Mexico and
and shows in coal mining, metal min- western Texas. L. C. Mersfelder of
ing and quarrying, a total of 3,234 Clovls was elected president, D. K.B,
deaths for the year, with a death rate Sellers of Albuquerque, first vice- of 3.22 as against 3,602 in 1911 and a president; J. L. House of House, N
rale of 3.58 in every 1,000 employed. M., eecond vice president; C. O
Wolfin of Amarillo, third vice presi
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
dent; R. C. Dillon on Encino, N. M,
with LOCAL. APPLICATIONS as they secretary-treasureand C. E. Dennis
disease.
the
of
seat
the
cannot reach
of
assistant
Clovis,
secretary.
constitutional
or
blood
Catarrh is a,
The new highway is to be link in
disease, and In order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's the Colorado to Gulf highway and a
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and trunk line of the ocean to ocean
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is highway. It is to be 3S0 miles in
It was pre- length.
not a quack medicine.
scribed by one of the best physicians
Delegates from every town on the
in this country for years and is a route were in attendance and enthu
regular prescription. It is composed
f thn hest tonics known, combined siasm reigned supreme. Clovis royally
with the hest blood purifiers, acting entertained its visitors and tendered
iroMiv nn the mucous surfaces. The them an elaborate banquet.
perfect combination of the two ingredThe new highway association is be
ients la what Droduces such wonder
Send ing promoted by the
ful results in curine catarrh.
commercial clubs of New Mexico and
fnr tPKtlmnnlals. free.
p. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To western Texas.

-

Kelly & Co.

Gross,

Sole Agents

1,053

Y4"8"

OVERLAND MODEL

Las

Veps

Automobile

&

Machine

Santa Fe, Dec. 23. Members. of the
Magdalena board of trade, cattlemen
and stockmen of western Socorro
county, at a meeting with Governor
W. C. McDonald and State Engineer
J. A. French, held Saturday night at
"
the Alvarado hotel in Albuquerque
made a plea for the construction of
roads in that district.
The western Socorro county people
are chiefly interested in the building
of a road from the ocean to ocean
Rehighway at Datil to Tulrosa,
II. A. Morley,
serve and Mogollon.
chairman of the Socorro county road
board, said that this road was necessary to cattlemen, stockmen and home
steaders. There are few miles of
railroad there and the Only outlet for
their stock and produce is over wagon
roads, he said.
The roads delegates thought that
more of the state's receipts from the

Co

Wm. Whalen, Prop.

Phone Main 344.

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

con-

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

W. Bf

ADVER

$50,000.00

H. 8

TISEMENTS

.faa Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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LOCAL TIME CARD

NO. 2,
Bg.

conclaTs, -.- - 4 Yutm-In each month at Ma- mvium ivmnm at 7:i
9. m. o. h.
KlnkeL a.
Chaa. Tamme, Re- No.
P

4T

C;

2.
4.
No. 8.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
S, ROY- - No. 30.
itwn MASONS Regular con
vocation
nrst Monday in
each month at Masonic No.

corder.

No.

A.

'

Brinegar, H. P.; P.
Temple at 7:30 n.
Blood. Secretary

I. O. O. P. L Aft

VTAlt

O.

East Bound
Arrive
Depart
7:45 p. m.
7:20 p.
'.11:59 p. m.
.11:54 p. in
. 2:25 a.
.2:30 a. m.
. 1:3,7 p. m.
. .
2:00 p. m.
West Bound
111

,

111

.

.

Arrive
.

No.

.

No.
No.

.
.

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

Depart

p m
a. in.
p. m
p. m

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

p. m.

a. m.
p. m.
p. mr

t

Meets every Monday evening t
ATTOttJfEYao
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN L
their hall on SIxJh street All
voting
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to
attei;l George A. Hunker.
Chester A. Honke
P. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus
Lehman, V. O.;
Attorn
T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertx
New Mexlc
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeierj Las Vegas,
WANTED
150 eggs for hatching on Trustee.
January 6. See William Shilling-law- .
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED First class cook.
217 month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Railroad avenue.
avenue.
Douglas
Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
This
WANTED
Chambermaid at Las Ve Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
gas hospital.
Secretary.
Silver
1.

Wanted

For YOU!

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
FOR SALE Heating stove. Inquire
first and third Mondays of each
1215 Seventh street.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Piers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
t un KENT Cottage in desirable Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- East Las Vegas, N. M.
yerea, eiectric ugnts. Low rate.
U. O. O. MOOSE
Phone Purple 5301.
Meets second anc

For Sato

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
-- if you use

"7

For Rent

EMPRESS
FLOUR
.

it s giving , you
a present for do'
ing something

-

you M do
way when

any
you 1

fourth Thursday evening eacl
FOR
RENT
To lady or gentleman month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitln
A requisition paper for J. T. Plant,
Better EMPRESS (
employed, comfortable, furnished brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
who is wanted in Torrance county for
no health seekers,
room;
Davis,
A.
P.
phone
Liin
Dictator;
rLOUK really is. g
Secretary
the crime if incest, committed in
6301.
Purple
1.
E.
ROSENWALD
541
NO.
LODGE
is
to
be
in
said
who
Made by GER1912, and
jail
I. 0. of B. B. Meets
in Knox county, Texas, was signed
every first Tue
MAN
PROCESS
Jt'UR
room
Five
house 91li day of the month in the vestry room
today by Governor McDonald. Sheriff
Second street. Inquire 820 Railroad of
Julius Meyers of Torrance county
Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock V
ONE COUPON FROM
Avenue.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
will go after Plant.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
Greenclay, Secretary.
Bumped Up Against the Real Thing
SPOON
IT 'S
"I think I have bumped up aga.nst
GENUINE WM.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
the real thing in Chamberlain's Tab' FIRST CLASS
table board, 217 Rail
ROGERS &
Meet in the Forest bf Brotherl;
lets," writes D. R, Thomas, of Tidi
road avenue.
SONS'&AA
Love at Woodmen oi ihs World hall
oute, Pa. "They do the worl: and
STANDARD
on the second and fourth Mondays 0!
cause no unpleasant reaction." In
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses.
SILVER
cases of constipation when pills and
8
m.
at
each
month
C. H. Stewart
p.
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
saline cathartics are used, their use
Sonsul; Q, Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
N. M.
is often followed by constipation, as
Local Deputy.
Visltln
Montague,
FRENCH.
members are especially welcooe ant?
they take so much water out o" the
GREY (STERef
hand
the
the
other
system. On
cordially Invited.
LING) FINISH
fect of Chamberlain's Tablets is so
do
so
that
natural
you
LOST Lady's gold watch and fob, KNIGHTS
agreeable and
OF COLUMBUS, COUNEMPRESS
not realize that it has been produce'
between 1010 and 1020 Douglas ave
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
nue. Reward. Return to Optic.
by a medicine, and no reaction follows
curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
can be oW- their use. For sale by all dealers,
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
tained in this city from
Adv.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
Dentist
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
ALLEGED FORGER GETS HEARING
Dental work of any description at
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 23. M. M.
moderate prices
Davison, a former resident of Nebras- Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13i
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
ka and secretary of the Nebraska
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
....20c per 10S lbs.
State Society of California, was given
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery .
..25c per 100 lbs.
a preliminary hearing in court today
200 Ibt., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
.....30c per 108 lbs.
on a charge of forgery In connection
..40c par 1C lbs,
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
J3he
with loan, and real estate deals. DaviLess than 60 Ibt, Each Delivery
.....50c per 10s lbs,
MERCHANTS CAFE
son was arrested on December 10 after
he had held the police at bay with a
U
A
The Best Place to Eat
shotgun for 12 hours. He is specifically charged with forging a certified
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natnral Ice, the Purity uu)
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
check for $1,000. It is alleged, how
Qualltiea of Which Have Made Las Vesaa ram'oua.
Lasting
in Las Vegas
0
ever, that he has obtained fully
OFFICE 701 DOUGLA1 AVENUE
from his clients illegally.
Requisiton

St A

&y

TOR CLASSIFIED

e

Take Halls' Family Pills for
stipation. Adv.

ST

A

d

ledo, O.
Sold bv Druggists, price 75c.

FULLY EQUIFPFD AT YODB BOOB

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday night a
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third
Thursday la S o'clock. Visiting members are cor
each month. Tlalting dially welcome. J. C. Werts, Pros
brothers cordially hi- dent; J. T. Bohler. Secretary; O. ft.
nted. Win. P mia Baily, Treasurer.

CHAPMAN

COLU
RATES

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ii

ley.

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
THH BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HAND LID

MT

r,

IV-

T5he

Isstfed

rent

FJIiscellancosis

Lost

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

AG

A

COMPANY

PUR

$50,-00-

J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank, Springer,

C.C

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

Vice-Preside-

TAfe VEGAS

paid on time: deposits
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAMi

ipnrircise-r-

Women: Number Surprising
The number of young women who
suffer with weak back, dizzy and ner.
vous spells, dull headache and weariness is surprising. Kidney and bladder ills cause these troubles, but if
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as directed relief follows promptly, and
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
E.

r

JONES-BOWEJ5-

FIGHTS

FOR TONIGHT

Ad

CAPITAL STOCK

'.

-

-

030,000.00

Office with the San Mijuel National Bank
WM.

G.

HAYDON

.

It W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKIN3

President
Vice President

.Treasurer

Interest PaJd On Deposits

Wolgast vs. Jack Redmond,
rounds, at Fond du LaJ- -

10

George Chip vs. Frank Klaus,
rounds, at Pittsburgh.

6

Coughs That Prevent Sleep
These coughs are wearing and If
they "hang on," can run one down
physlccally and lower the vital resistance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson.
319 Pine St, Green Bay, Wise, writes:
"I was greatly troubled with a bad
cough that kept me awake nights
Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured
me." O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug
Store.

Adv,

CLAYTON, rrp

517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

Young

'

23
A.

S

MONUMENT

ANT Ads
Are Best

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS.
JONES

Market Finders
Classified ad, earca. eut the peosls la vbam axioai m
those who MIGHT BIT tha particular Ulsj it vorti Hest

Professional Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and. Scalp
Treatmert, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 v. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Cure Your Cold While You Can
More real danger lurks in a cold
than in any other of the minor ailments. The safe way is to take
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
rid yourself of the cold as quickly as
possible. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

,

That property rca waat to sell la WOXVH Hon v
ad woaul larat
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Better Do Your Shopping at Once!
Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives and friends. They will be glad to assist
yovi, and invite you to look at their goods.
THE BROWNE THEATRE

MURPHEY'S DR.UG STOR.E

FRIDAY

HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS

The Normal Glee Club and Orchestra

J

'

Admission 10 and 20c

PARISIAN'

SHOPPING

IVORY, CUT GLASS, HAND PAIN'TED CHINA, GIFT

BAGS,

LATES, HUYLER'S

BETTER. HURRY
a.nd get your clothes clea.ned before

INITIAL BOX PAPER,
CANDIES, FRENCH

CORRESPONDENCE

PERFUMES,

BOOKS,

CARDS,'

MESH

LIGGETT'S

BAGS,
CHOCO-

What Makes a Better
Christmas Present
than a couple of magazines or one of the leading dally papers?
Leave your order at once at BAER'S CURIO STORE. 521
SixU
street. Call for an "American Subscription Catalogue" to get
best clubbing rates: Close attention given your orders. Magazines and papers delivered promptly at your door.

BRASS GOODS.

OUR CANDIES

Let MURPIIEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS

MAKE THE BEST OF GIFTS

CHRISTMAS

Everything strictly first class and all candies fresh and
' wholesome

THE PARISIAN DRY CLEANERS
523 Sixth St
Phone Main 35

TRY US THIS YEAR.

A

Signet or Seal Rinjj

can be worn at all Occasions,
by either Ladles or Gentlemen, it enhances the Beauty
of the feminine Hand, and
is one of the few Pieces of
Jewelry that is not too flashy
for a Mar to wear.
Surprise him or her with one
engrave it
free.
of them, we'll

Emenaker
The Jeweler

A Very Appropriate
'

Christmas Present
y

A black or brown felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A pair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with fur or plain top
,:

IF, YOU WISH SHOES WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK

Hedgcock

614 Douglass Ave.

Simpkins Bros. Candy Co.

hy Not Let Us
Make You a
Christmas Present?

SPECIAL

CANDY

PURE HOME MACE

PER POUND

15 CENTS

AND UP

Special prices to Churches, Schools and other

large buyers

Pay us $7.50-- if you want the paper
by carrier. Pay us $6.50if you want
the paper by mail. And we will give
you The Daily Optic and your choice of
the following magazines for one year:
The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

Potter Candy Co.
'

DON'T forge:1
That When in Need of

PUR.E WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
You can obtain same by calling up Greenclay's Family Liquor Store Main 212, the most
Liquor House in
te

the state

McClures
Th2 Place of Hie Artist

?5he

Variety Shop
Classy Picture Framing
For Classy People . . .
703
Dovigla.. Av.

Buy

a'Perfect

Protection Life
Insurance Policy
For your
Family's Xraas Present
From

II. S. VAN PETTEN
General State Agent

1--

3

exican Art Jewelry

OFF

Simmons Gold Filled Neck
Chains, Lockets, Bracelets
and Ladies' Long Watch
Chains and Solid Gold Rings

including filigree and other souvenir goods make excellent

Optic Publishing Company

Christmas gifts

We have the most original line in the West

Sodbino Lvijan
-

W. F. Doll

The Jeweler

309 6th. St.

Just Received

We Have a Complete Line
OF

Second shipment of fall and
winter suits. Classiest line

ever displayed in this city
JOSEPH EILLBRAND
Merchant Tailor

619 Douglas

Iloliday Goods
For your Selection. Come early and
avoid the rush

CentroJ
Drug Co.
K. D. GOODALL, Manager

Ap

WHY NOT
Y. M. O. A.
BOY 9
FORYOUR,
AS
CHRISTMAS fPEEIMT
A

"

Can You Think of a Better Present?
We've 70 Now But Can Take Care of More

mmm

m

Bridge Street

full

EVEKieeissr;:r

4,

J

Made at the

Slmmafe Studio
are excellent Xmas Gifts.
Phone Main 221
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Turkeys, Geese, Ducks, Chickens,
Sealshipt Oysters, New York
Counts and Selects, Red Emperor
Grapes, Imported Malaga Graprs,
Strawberries, Grape Fruit, Pineapples, Oranges, Bananas, Apples,
Cranberries, Cocoanuts, Lemons,
Fresh Tomatoes, Head Lettuce,
Celery, Candy, Nuts, Dates, Figs,

Fruitcakes

VESAs DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY, DECEMBER
l

LOCAL NEWS

j

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

j

IEAR

Christmas Gifts for
your Husband, Sweetheart or
Gentleman Friend can be. found
at our store at very low prices.
Useful

Try a dram of Old Taylor BourboD
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
big dance for all at P. B. hall
Thursday, December 25. Adv.
A

HERE ARE A FEW OF
Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
your Christmas gift problems. Adv

THEM
Neckwear, White Shirts, Collar
Bags, Leather Hand Bags, Bath
Robes,
Pajamas and Night

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Robes.

What Is the farmer saying? Two
passes to Newton basketball game
for best answer. See Stearns window.

IT WILL PAY

YOU TO LOOK
OVER OUR LINE OP HOL-

Adv.

IDAY GOODS

Taichert's
Clothing Store

The sweetest and purest candy in
the city at Murphey's Drug Store. In
handsome, ribbon tied embossed boxes
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.

Direct from the Indian

sortment

Reservations-Lar- ge

Two sections of train No. 3 were
run this morning, due to the big busi
ness in mail. The second section arrived first, due to the pulling out of
a drawbar on the first section.

fine colorings

As-

unique patterns-a- ll

prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothingjnore appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

Correct Garments

for Men

In a quiet and unobtrusive way the
Las Vegas lodge qf Elks is planning

to dispense Christmas charity to the
poor of the community.
Eatables,
fuel and other things are to be

Ice cutting will begin on the lakes
E. T. Plowman, superintendent for
Pura company tomorrow,
the
Harvey system, arrived in Las
according to the prese,nt plans of
this afternoon from Deming
Vegas
Superintendent Stephen Powers.
where he has been in bed for the past
two weeks on. account of illness. Mr
A marriage license was issued this
Plowman will remain here. He is
to
house
court
at
the
morning
from' erysipelas.
suffering
Salazar, aged 20, of Encinoso,
of
15,
and Estela Roybal, aged
Wagon
A large number of people attended
Mound.
the benefit performance at the Browne
The Las Vegas lodge of Eks will last night, which was given for the
meet tonight in regular session'.' Sev- cause of charity. A fair sized sum
was raised for the purpose of buying
eral Initiations are scheduled to ocA good mocur. All members and visiting Elks coal for poor families.
tion picture program was given and
are invited to be present.
the Normal orchestra played.
of the Agua

Fllo-men-

o

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

Writing paper. Can you Imagine
At a meeting of the E. Romero Hose
a more acceptable gift than a great
Fire company last night the
and
big beautiful box of writing paper?
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
members
voted in favor of the pav
and
most
the
has
stylish
Murphey
that Jias been outlined
program
ing
best quality in the city. Adv
for Bridge street. The firemen own
Rowe and Hot Springs were the their own station house and will be
two busiest places m the county to- obliged to pay the paviug tax, just as
will private property owners.
day, owing 'to the fact that elections
under the new local option law were
Las Vegans caa purchase turkeys
under way in each little town.
for Christmas at .a price that is con
A marriage license was Issued yes siderably lower than in many other
terday afternoon at the court house to places. The price of turkeys here is
the better the bread the
Frederick E. Olney, Jr., aged 29, and 25 cents a pound, while in Denver,
stronger the'staff. To obMiss Carrie B. Thornhill, aged 22, Kansas City and other places the
tain the best bread you
both residents of East Las Vegas.
prices range from 27 to 35 cents a
must use the best flour
pound. This is another instance of
and that is undoubtedly
The
society of the where it pays to patronize the local
West side has planned for a dance to merchants.
Ask
Our Pride brand.
- 1111(11
be given at the armory on Christmas
tried
it
has
one
who
any
This affair promises to be en
night.
One of the most unusual towns in
or better yet order a sack
Invablo and a general invitation is the state of New Mexico for climate
and try it yourself.
extended to the public to attend. An is Elizabethtown In Colfax county.
admission of $1 will be charged.
During the past 15 days the thermoPHONE
meter has ranged from 16 degrees be
131
J. .T. McKim. general secretary of low zero to 16 degrees above, gener
the railroad Y. M. C. A. at St. Louis ally alternating, one day cold and the
Mo., who was to have visited Las Ve next fairly warm. There is little snow
gas this week, will be unable to stop at that place, according to local men
here on account of limited time. He who have visited it lately.
is now in Albuquerque starting the
At tbe Home of
of Everything Eatable
organization of a railroad Y. M. C. A. LUTHERAN CHRISTMAS SERVICE
at that place.
A Christmas service will be held
In the M. E. church during the after
Be sure and visit Murphey's Drug noon of
Christmas day, December 25,
Store during the gift buying season
beginning at 2 o'clock. Rev. P.
Adv
Kretchmar will preach an English
sermon.
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Harriet
Van Petten fell from the porch at her
Work is progressing rapidly upon
residence on Seventh street, ' suffer the Palace of Fine Arts at the Pan-- !
was
fall
elbow.
The
ing a fractured
c
International exposition.
caused by ice and snow which had This
will be constructed of
building
PetMrs.
Van
gathered on the steps.
steel and concrete, to protect the
ten's condition is reported improved
priceless art treasures it will contain.
today.
The foundation, however, will be of
wood, and; large quantities of'' this
Last night proved considerably lumber are now arriving on the pal
warmer than Monday night, the ther- ace's site, by train, over the expos!-- .
mometer dropping only to about zero. tion's standard gauge railway tracks,
The suow, which was about four which lead from the ferry slips and
inches deep yesterday morning, is docks directly to and into the exhibit
rapidly disappearing and by the lat- palaces. The convenience of this
ter part of the week probably will be
railway is appreciated everywhere on
GRAAFf&
STORE
HAYWMID
CO.
entirely gone.
THE
the exposition grounds, but nowhere
more, at present, than about the PalErnest Guerin, proprietor of the ace of Fine Arts, which is the wester-mos- t
Plaza Electric company, has a beauof the main exhibit palaces, bewindow
should they stop In Las Vegas it Is tiful window display. The
ing located on the land of the Pre-contains trains, street cars,
TRAVELING HEN ARE
only between trains. The lure of the
and aeroplanes, all In motion
at
fireside
w'armth
home
the
of
jolly
s
driven
and
by electricity.
takes hold on these
of the city have
FOR HO'lE Christmastide
and
the
of
girls
boys
men who fight all kinds of weather,
made a trip to the witadow to see the
Be
hotels and cross business men during
display.
Indeed
are
and
glad
they
FEW COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' the year,
when the holiday arrives,
NAMES ARE SEEN ON HOTEL
,
Word has been received from ReOLt
During the past week not more than
REGISTERS
mains
Fielding to the effect that he
10 commercial men have visited this
located in Galveston,
i
city and then only for a short time. is comfortably
The names on the hotel registers The rush will come about the middle Tex., and working with his company.
in the city now are confined chiefly of January, when the travelers will Recently Mr. Fielding chartered a
to those of people who reside in this apper with the spring and summer boat and tovaded the devastated flood I
and All
district about Galveston, taking a I Turkey
etate, as few commercial men's sig- goods.
the Trimmin's
number of scenjc pictures and incinatures are seen. This, of course, Is
dentally writing and staging a play
due to the near approach of ChristOPEN ALL NIGHT
mas.
Initial letter paper and Initial cor- in that district. - Mr. Fielding reports
"Me for home" is the slogan of the respondence cards at Murphey's Drug the loss from the floods immense and
mm
a number of lives lost.
larger part of the traveling men, and Store. Adv.

AS BREAD IS THE STAFFLOF
LIFE

rriouRilfe

Spanish-America-

sidio military reservation, loaned by
the federal government to the exposi
tion. Its steel frames are being fab
ricated In the east.

A

Combination Christmas

Gift

5:30

Dr. M. P. DesMarais, county superintendent of instruction, this morning
apportioned ?5,140 among the schools
of the country districts.

HJOiBL fflETS
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LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

the Best

PARCELS

DELIVERED ON
l

THE

"t

lt

Iter

AUTOMOBILE DELIVERY SERVICE
IS CONVENIENCE TO
PATRONS
POST-OFFIC-

.,tui

if

DAY THEY ARRIVE

r

mr"

l

ll

'W

E

.

The Las Vegas

postoffice
dispatch carrier still continues in
service, and Assistant Postmaster Orrin Blood continues to play the part
of the 'ifnmasked Santa Claus. The
postal business continues rushing, but
everybody, ev en the postmaster, is
happy.
With a half smile and a tired look
that makes the average person say to
himself "Gee, I'd hate to work in
there." the postoffice elerks are re
ceiving and distributing the mail at
an unusual speed. Every package
that comes into the local office for
delivery Is being delivered the day
it arrives, which means considerable.
When asked how long the
service would be continued, Post
master Blood this morning stated
"We will use It as long as is needed
to get out every parcel on the day it
arrives."
Tonight and tomorrow evening the
postoffice will be open after regular
business hours for the receiving of
mail. No mail will be given out, but
those wishing to post packages may
do so. This convenience doubtless
will be appreciated by the public.
Yesterday's business at the postof
fice exceeded any previous day since
the starting of the Christmas rush.
The business on this day doubled that
of Saturday. The total number of
packages handled was 2,525.

7,

Gunn Sectional Bookcase
Are just what the word implies, Sectional. With these sections
you are enabled to make many combinations, such as:
SEE ILLUSTRATION

,1

A Bookcase
A Ladies Desk
A Window Seat

SEE ILLUSTRATION

No matter what the shape or size of your room, or hov many books
you have, the sections will fit. You can start with one section, at
little expense, and add to as required. They are the finest and best
Sectional Bookcase made today. Not because we sell it, but because
we know that "Gunn Guaranteed Construction" means the best
in furniture building. As a Christmas Gift they have no equal.
We carry a fine line in many combinations and finishes which we
will be pleased to have you call and examine.

J. C. Johnsen & Son
Local Agents

GOAL

BUSINESS HOUSES WILL

JICJ

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

CE CLOSED CHRISTMAS

SWASTIKA COAL
ENTIRE DAY WILL BE DEVOTED
TO MERRIMENT AND RECREATION

WHOLESALE
jA

All business houses in Las Vegas
will remain closed all day Christmas

this year, as has been the custom dur
ing the past 25 years. The only ex
ceptions to this rule are the drug
stores and other places that usually
keep open on Sunday.
Tomorrow night all business houses
will remain open until about 10 o'clock
for the benefit of late shoppers. The
larger part of the purchasing of eatables for the Christmas dinner will
loccur then, and an attractive line of
goods is on display at the stores.
All business houses report a large
and heavy business. Ike Baeharach
of the firm of Bacnarach Brothers
this morning stated that the Christ
mas business this year exceeds any
previous year, and that the public is
purchasing the better class of goods.
E. O. Murphey of the Murphey drug
store also reports an excellent busi
ness. The Rosenwalds, Greenbergers
and Tauperts, as well as many other
business houses In the city, say they
have'been rushed with holiday trade.
All barber shows In the city will
remafn open until 9 o'clock tomorrow
night for the benefit of their patrons,
but will be closed all day Christmas.

ol Main

B.

AND RETAIL

t!!

BMW QH
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Jefferson Reynolds, President
,S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Halirt Raynolds, Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice

President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
'

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
rf

Capital, $100,000; Surplus andUndivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest

Pid on Time Deposits

The Finishing Touch for Your Christmas

Dinner

Chase & Sanborn's
Sead Braund Coffee

ama-Pacifi-

Supreme Satisfaction Not Complete
Without It

merry-go-roun-

I

AT
H

nnnrtiirritn

lililllll I.

German Honey
Cake

Fruit Cake
Annis Cakes

,1

1

1
I

JUSTJO

SHOW YOU THAT

r

Our Candies Are FRESH
AS WELL AS THE

BEST WE CAN

BUY

East Las Vegas, N. M, Dec, 18, f9 13,
RECEIVED from E. G. Murphey $55,10 for ex

press charges ba 5dO pounds of Liggets Choco
lales from Boston; Mass.
Wells Fargo Co,
ByJ. D. Barnes

Turkeys
Fresh Tomatoes

Two-third-

MM!

Our Guest Eat
Your Xmas Dinner

mjw

Lettuce
Oranges

Grape Fruit

give the dinner at one place and into attend, hut "UnColumbia' vite the
merchants have contributed liberally cle Charlie" vetoed the plan oh the
for a big Christmas dinner to be giv- ground that there would be too much
en to the former slaves of this city "snatching" at the table and that the
and vicinity. "Uncle Charlie Jiggers" older guests would probably get the
one of the best known negroes of Col- worst of it.:
DINNER FOR
Columbia, S. C. Dec. 23.

umbia, collected the fund and has
made the arrangements for the feast.
The most elegant line of French
"Uncle Charlie" decided that the better plan would be to send wejl filled Perfumes and
Toilet Prebaskets around to the homes of the parations ever shown in the city at
old slaves. At first It was decided to Murphey's Drug Store.- Adv.

